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“GS believe thal thes natten should 
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DAY 1 

Day 1 of the Apollo 11 flight to the moon was Wednesday, July 16, 

1969. Commander (CDR) Neil A. Armstrong, lunar module pilot CLMP ) 

Edwin E. Aldrin, and command module pilot (CMP) Michael A. Collins began 

him oS A 
the 75-hour trip when the launch stage ignited at 13°32 00.78" G.m.t. 

(ghgom a.m. ¢.d-t.). Wo unscheduled holds had occurred. 

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ RH HK KR HK HH KK KH RK eH KH KH KR eK ER eH KKK 

00 00 03 17 CDR Tower's gone. 

00 00 03 19 co Roger. Tower. 

00 00 03 28 CDR Houston, be advised the vision is GO today. 

00 00 03 32 cc This is Houston. Roger. Out. 

00 00 03 36 CDR Yes. They finally gave me a window to look out. 

eR RM KR HH RRR HR KK HK RR HK KR HH KR KH KK KX KH HR KH KE 

At 11749. 3% g-e.t., they were in orbit. The Saturn V ignition, holddown 
release, and lift-off had beer within the expected limits; the Saturn Y 
systems performed at or near nominal. At insertion, the velocity and 
flight-path angle were 25 568 fps and 0.01°, respectively, and tne 
CSM/LM vehicle was in @ nominal earth parking orbit: 102.5-n. mi. 

apogee and 99.4-n. mi. perigee. : 

      

Telemetry data dropouts occurred during the Bermuda and U 

guard station coverage of launch apparently because the CSM omn? antenna L 

was not selected at the scheduled time. The crew attempted a brief 

vision transmission over Goldstone during the first revolution to 

check out the TV camera. Because of the low elevation angle, the trans- 

mission was not received successfully. However, MILA later received 

approximately 1 minute of usable TV signal, which indicated that the 

system was operating satisfactorily. 

    

   

5 hy -m 
At 1°US™ g.e.t., the SM RCS quad B package temperature was low, 

101° F instead of 122° F. The crew determined that the primary switch 
was still open. When the switch was closed, the temperature rose te 

normal.
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Pretranslunar injection (TLI) checkout was conducted, and the 

S-IVB TLI maneuver began on time at ayy 6.28 g.e.t. The burn was 
nominal: it lasted 347.3 seconds and imparted a AV of 10 441 fps. End 
conditions were. nominal for translunar coast on a free-return, circum- 

lunar trajectory. At this time, it was predicted that the S-IVB/CSM/LM 

would come within 701.9 n. mi. of the moon at 75° 167235 g.e.t. if no 
other burn occurred. : 

After TLI, four maneuvers were executed. The CSM was separated 

from the S-IVB/IM at approximately ae g.e.t.; transposition occurred;,. 

and then the CSM docked with the LM by ZPogh The LM/CSM was reported 

to be extracted from the S-IVB at why 659.15 ‘g.e.t. A 19.7-fps SPS evasive 

maneuver was executed for 3.4 seconds on time at wPyo™or®. The AV, was 
the desired amount, but the maneuver was slightiy lenger than had been 

planned. The result was a trajectory | that would have taken the vehicle 

within 180.8 n. mi. of the moon at 75° 36 22°, The 119-fps S-IVB sling- 

shot maneuver began at approximately 5h get. and resulted in a tra- 
jectory that successfully avoided both.lunar impact and earth capture. 

‘The point closest to the moon was estimated to be approximately 1825 n. mi. 

and occurred at 7912830° g-e.t. 

HR RR RH HR RH HH HH HHH HR HOR RO ROR ROR HO ROR 

00 03 37 58 cc Roger. Could you give us comments on how the 
transposition and docking went? Over. 

00. 03 38 07 CMP I thought it went pretty well, Houston, although | 
I expect I used more gas than I've been using in 
the simulation. The turnaround matieuver - I went 
PITCH ACCEL COMMAND and started to pitch up, and 
then when I put MANUAL ATTITUDE PITCH back to 
RATE COMMAND for some reason - it stopped its 
pitch rate, and I had to go back to ACCEL COMMAND 
and hit what I thought was an extra PROCEED on 
the DSKY. During the course of that, we drifted 
slightly further away from the S-IVB than I 
expected. I expected to be out about 66 feet. 
My guess would be around 100 or so; and there- 
fore, I expect I used a bit more coming back 
in. But, except for using a little more gas - 
and I'd be interested in your numbers on that - 
everything went nominally. 

RRR RR EE RRR KH HH RR HERR REE RR HER HR RRR RR 

fa
n
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Communications were lost during transposition and docking be 

the spacecraft omni antennas were not changed during the maneuver. 

After docking, the high gain antenna was selected and communications 

were restored. The crew reported an anomaly on both the primary and 

secondary propellant isolation valves of RCS quad B at CSM separation. 

During transposition, docking, and ejection, more SM RCS propellant was 

used than had been planned. 

  

Star-earth horizon navigation sightings proved difficult to obtsin. 

The CM mission simulator at MSC was configured to reproduce the pro- 

cedure in order to develop a fix to use Thursday. The scarcity of gocd 

sightings contributed to a higher than expected SM RCS propellant. 

An unscheduled 16-minute television transmission was recorded a> 

the Goldstone station beginning at 1032” g.e.t. The tape was played 

back at Goldstone and was transmitted to Houston beginning at 

iP26™ g.e.t. The quality was excellent. 

eRe RK KH RH HK HH KR HH HR HK HK KR HH RR RK ERK KR KR K 

(during TV transmission) 

00 10 39 36 CMP Okay, Houston. You suppose you could turn “ne 
earth a little bit so we can get a little bit 
more than just water? 

00 10 39 45 ce Roger, 11. I don't think we got much control 

over that. Looks like you'll have to settle for 
the water. 

Hee KH HK RRR RR HK HH HR KH HR KR KKK KH KR KER HHH KK 

At the planned time (11°30 g.e.t.) of the first midcourse correc- 
tion maneuver (McCc-1), the AV required was 17.1 fps and would increase 

to only 21.2 fps at the planned time of MCC-2 (2645™ g.e.t.). There- 
fore, MCC-1 was cancelled. 

Toward the end of the first day of flight, the oxygen flow rate 
was reading significantly lower than expected. It was suspected that 
the cabin oxygen enrichment purge was not progressing satisfactorily in 
comparison to previous missions. This condition could occur if a waste 
storage vent valve was closed or if the overdump line was restricted. 

h 
At 21°28" g.e.t., 6:00 c.d.t., July 17, 1969, the CSM/LM weight 

was 96 361 pounds, the velocity was 5667 fps, and the vehicle was 
93 236 n. mi. from earth.
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DAY 2 

On the second day of the Apollo 11 flight, at approximately 

26510 g.e.t., the crew oriented the spacecraft for star-earth horizon 

navigation sightings. Omni A was the optimum antenna, and it was used 

for the first time. 

eR KR KKH KR HHH KH KR HK KE RK HHH EK HH RE HE HH KK 

01 00 45 35 CMP It's really a fantastic sight through that sex- 

tant. A minute ago, during that AUTO maneuver, 

the reticle swept across the Mediterranean. You 

could see all of North Africa, absolutely clear; 

all of Portugal, Spain, Southern France; all of 

Italy, absolutely clear. Just a beautiful sight. 

01 00 45 54 cc Roger. We all envy you the view up there. 

01 00 45 59 CMP But still no star. 

* 8 XR RK HK EEK KH KR HR HH HK HH HK HH KEKE HK HK 

Because delay of MCC-2 until the time scheduled for MCC-3 would have 

made the AV prohibitive, MCC-2 was performed at 26% yMsgS g.e.t. The 

MCC~2 was a 3.1-second SPS burn. The AV was 20.9 fps. (A AV of 21.3 fps 

was planned.) Just before MCC-2, the high gain antenna (HGA) in the 
AUTO TRACK mode was selected for use, and high bit rate data were re- 

ceived continuously during the burn. Up- and down-link signal strength 

data agreed very well with predicted values for both the HGA and the 

omni antennas. The MCC-2 burn parameters appeared nominal, and perilune 

of the resultant trajectory was predicted to be 61.5 n. mi. 

An unscheduled television transmission was received and recorded 

at Goldstone between 30°28" and 31°16 g.e.t. Because the spacecraft 

was in passive thermal control (PTC) and transmission was through omni 

antennae, the picture quality varied from fair to unusable. The picture 

quality of the scheduled transmission at 33°59" g-e.t., when the HGA 

was used, was good.
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— 

HERE HR KHER HER RRR HK KER KH ERK RK HH HHH HE KH 

01 10 14 14 CMP I would have put on a coat and tie if I'd known 

about this ahead of time. 

01 10 14 18 cc Is Buzz holding your cue cards for you? Over. 

O1 10 14 25 CMP Cue cards have a no. We have no intentions of a 

competing with the professionals, believe me... . 

a ee ee 

On the second day of flight, the PTC mode worked nominally and - 

spacecraft controls were within acceptable limits. A high oxygen flow 

vate through fuel cell 3 was experienced during the oxygen purge and 

activated the master caution and warning alarm. After purge and reset, 

the system returned to normal. Consumable usage rates remained within = 

acceptable limits. The predicted closest approach to the moon by the 

S-IVB was 1825 n. mi. at 7ohy g.e.t. 

At 6:00 c.d.t., yshog™ g.e.t., on July 18, 1969, the CSM/LM weight 

was 96 068 pounds, the velocity was 3653 fps, and the vehicle was 

155 600 n. mi. from earth.
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DAY 3 

On the third day of the Apollo 11 flight, both MCC-3 (scheduled for 

the third day) and MCC-k (scheduled for the fourth day) were cancelled. 
Both maneuvers would have required a very small AV, and the lunar orbit 

insertion (LOI) targeting could compensate for any residuals in perilune 

nh 
conditions. The MCC-3 was computed to be 0.83 fps at 53 55" g-e.t.$ and 

MCC-4, to be 2.6 fps at Tot55t g.e.t. Slight changes in the LOI maneuvers 
(LOI-1 and LOI-2) resulted from performance of only one midcourse during 

translunar coast. 

The crew began a 96-minute color television transmission at 

55°08" g.e.t. An audience in North,and South America, Japan, and Western 

Europe saw the Apollo 11 crew remove the probe and drogue, open the 

spacecraft tunnel hatch, and perform LM housekeeping. The picture 

quality and resolution were excellent. 

¥ ¥ * RRR HHH HHH KR HHH RH HERE HH HK KKH HK HEH HK 

02 OF 31:11 cc We can see the LM umbilical connection quite well 

there, Buzz; we see you zooming in on one of the 

decals now. It's, "To reset, unlatch handle; 
latch behind grip and pull back two full strokes." 
That's about all we can make out. 

31 35 LMP Hey, you get an A+, 

31 37 cc Thank you very much, sir. At least I passed my 

eye test. 

31 46 LMP I'm standing six feet from it, Charlie, and you 
can read it better than I can. There's 

something wrong with the system. 

a ee ee 2 

Cabin pressure during LM pressurization increased to approximately 

5.5 psia. Surge tank pressure decay data were obtained when the direct 

oxygen valve was opened and indicated an oxygen flow rate of about
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4.5 to 5.5 lb/hr. The oxygen flow meter was pegged at the upper limit 
(0.981 lb/hr) during this time, and the oxygen flow high caution and 
warning alarm was activated when the direct oxygen valve was opened. 

The master alarm also occurred when the direct oxygen valve was 

positioned closed, and the oxygen flow was increasing from the upper 

limit. (This condition is abnormal, but it had occurred occasionally 

during tests at KSC.) The remaining environmental control system (ECS) 
parameters were normal. The water accumulator in the LM for the suit = 

liquid cooling assembly was reported to have an indicator position of 

1/4 inch to 3/8 inch into the green. This reading is indicative of 
approximately 16.5 psig and is well within the expected range for - 

accumulator level. The actual initial ingress by the LM pilot occurred 

at 55°36" g.e.t. 

xX kK RH eK HE K HHH KKH KKH KR KK ER HK KH HHH 

02 08 37 44 cc Roger. Must be some experience. Is Collins 
going to go in and look around? 

02 08 37 56 CDR We're willing to let him go, but he hasn't 
come up with the price of a ticket yet. 

02 08 38 O1 cc Roger. I'd advise him to keep his hand off the 
switches. 

02 08 38 08 CDR If I can get him to keep his hands off my DSKY 
it'd be a fair swap. 

* ® # *# # HH KK HR HK RK HK KKH HK HH KR KK KR HK HE KH HK 

The spacecraft passed into the moon's sphere of influence at 

612 3g@55° g.e.t. The earth-referenced position and velocity were 

186 436 n. mi. and 2990 fps, respectively. The corresponding moon- 
referenced values were 33 823 n. mi. and 3772 fps, respectively. 

The CM ECS oxygen flow anomaly that appeared Wednesday seems to 

have been caused by a calibration shift toward the low end of the oxygen 

flow transducer. Because this measurement was not dependable, other 

measurements were used to provide comparable information. The condenser 

exit temperature on fuel cell 2 continued to fluctuate. It decreased 

approximately 1°F to 2°F every 5 minutes. (A similar condition occurred 

on fuel cell 2 during Apollo 10. The cause of the disturbance seems 

to be associated with the cooling fluid stream.)
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Use of all consumables remained within predicted limits Friday. 

Propellant usage from the service module (SM) reaction control system 

(RCS) remained somewhat above preflight predictions. Temperatures which 

respond to passive thermal control were well within operational limits. 

An updated calculation (698) predicted that the S-IVB point closest 

to the moon would be 2339 n. mi. at 79" 2035° g.e.t. 

At 6:00 c.d.t., 69"28™ g.e.t., July 19, 1969, the CSM/IM weighed 

96 012 pounds, moved with a velocity of 3973 fps (moon-referenced), and 

was 16 250 n. mi. from the moon.
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DAY 4 

On the fourth day of the Apollo 11 flight, the CSM/LM entered lunar 

orbit. (The MCC-4 scheduled for 75%5u™ g.e.t. had already been cancelled.) 

The SPS performed LOI-1 at 75 uo™50.58 g.e.t. This 2918-fps retrograde 

burn lasted 362 seconds and placed the spacecraft in an elliptical orbit 

with a 169.7-n. mi. apolune and a 60.0-n. mi. perilune. The SPS 
operated nominally during LOI-1 except for an apparent leak in the 

bank B gaseous nitrogen actuation system. After shutdown, the pressure 

stabilized, and there was no additional leakage. 

KHER KH RH KR HK HH HR KH KK KKH RHR HHH KH HE KKK 

03 Oh 34 34 CDR Apollo 11 is getting its first view of the 
landing approach. This time we are going over 

the Taruntius crater, and the pictures and maps 

brought back by Apollo 8 and 10 have given us a 

good preview of what to look at here. It looks 

very much like the pictures, but the difference 

between watching a real football game and 

watching it on TV. There's no substitute for 

actually being there. 

HR RK RK HK KH KR KR FH K HHH HH HK KKK EK HH HK KH KR 

‘During the second revolution, at 78h oy g.e.t., the scheduled 

television broadcast began and continued for 34 minutes. Spectacular 

views of the lunar surface included the approach path to lunar landing 

site 2. A white spot at the bottom of the screen, first observed on 

Friday and attributed to a burn in the camera tube, was still present 

and was no longer expected to decrease in size. 

8 8 RK RR KR KK KH EH HK KR RH KH RK HH KH HK KH HH HK HK 

03 06 24 13 ce Apollo 11, this is Houston. Affirmative. We 

are reading you loud and clear on voice and we 

have a good clear TV picture, a little bright 

erater in the - - 

03 06 24 23 LMP -- No, no, no —- 

03 06 2h 2h ce The bottom of the picture. I guess that's the 

spot on the tube. 

#*# #8 HRN KKH HH He KH KR KEK HK KH HK RH KH KH KH RHR
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After two revolutions and a navigation update, the second SPS 

retrograde burn, LOI-2, was made at 807117365. It lasted 17 seconds and 
changed the velocity by 159 fps. The resultant orbit had a 65.7-n. mi. 

apolune and a 53.8-n. mi. perilune. Because of the gaseous nitrogen 
leak, bank B ot the SPS had been isolated after LOI-1, and LOI-2 was 

performed satisfactorily with bank A. All SPS parameters were nominal 

after the burn. 

After LOI-2, initial acquisition of signal at Goldstone occurred at 

8034038 g.e.t., and two-way lock using the HGA was established at 

8035078 g.e.t. A problem occurred with the Goldstone update buffer, 

and an uplink handover to Hawaii was attempted at Bo"yo"15®; 
communications were lost for approximately 6 minutes. Apparently at 

handover, the HGA slewed off. Communications were reestablished at 

Bonet 2® when the crew made an HGA reaquisition. 

The crew reported at 81P2g™ that moisture was found on the aft 

bulkhead. This moisture had been found after SPS burns on previous 

missions and apparently was a reaction to acceleration. 

After LOI-2, the crew transferred to the LM and performed various 

housekeeping functions, a voice and telemetry test, and an oxygen 

purge system test for about 2 hours. The LM functions and consumables 

checked out, and both IM Hasselblad and Maurer cameras were determined 

to be operational. Later, lunar landmarks were tracked; the landmarks 

were well spaced and of good quality. The following news report was 

later relayed to the crew. 

* FR KH Ke SKK KR HE RK HK HHH KR KE HR KH KH KK RE K KK HK K E 

03 23 17 28 ce Roger. Among the large headlines concerning 

Apollo 11 this morning, there's one asking that 

you watch for a lovely girl with a big rabbit. 

An ancient legend says a beautiful Chinese girl 

called Chang-O has been living there for 

4000 years. It seems she was banished to the 
Moon because she stole some pills of immortality 

from her husband. You might also look for her 

companion, a large Chinese rabbit, who is easy 

to spot since he is always standing on his hind 

feet in the shade of a cinnamon tree. The name 

of the rabbit is not reported. 

03 23 18 15 LMP Okay. We'll keep a close eye out for the bunny 
girl. 

¥* eX Ke RH KK HH KKH KR HK HR HH KKH KH KKK KR EH K
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The CM ECS oxygen manifold pressure had been nominal throughout the 

mission and had responded properly to all oxygen demands. The oxygen 

flow transducer remained anomalous; its output apparently was as much as 

3 lb/hr low. Flight crew checklist procedures were updated to provide 

alternate measurements. The CM was pressurized to approximately 

15.2 psia before the LM pressure equalization valve was opened. The LM 

pressurization was normal, and the CM pressure decreased to 4.7 psia. 

The indicated oxygen overflow increased to 0.68 lb/hr as the cabin 

pressure regulator became active. These data suggested that the oxygen 

fiow transducer was biased by 0.7 lb/hr toward the low end of the 

tranducer range. 

Minor disturbances in fuel cell 2 condenser exhaust temperature 

continued to be observed, but no change in magnitude or period was noted. 

At 6:00 c.d.t., 93°28 g.e.t., on July 20, 1970, the CM/LM weighed 
TO 321 pounds and was in a lunar orbit with a 64-n. mi. apolune and a 

55.5-n. mi. perilune.
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DAY 5 

On day 5 of the Apollo 11 flight, the CDR and the LMP entered the 

LM at approximately 95ao™ g-e.t. and thoroughly checked all IM systems 

in preparation for descent. The IM was undocked from the CSM at 

approximately 10012" g.e.t. and stationkeeping began. 

*% *# BH KX KH HR HK KR HK FH KKH HK HK KKK KK KEK KEKE KEE 

oh O4 18 O1 CDR Roger. Eagle is undocked. 
(Eagle) 

o4 04 18 03 ce Roger. How does it look, Neil? 

oh o4 18 ob CDR The Eagle has wings. 

(Eagle) 

Re # #8 RR EH HH HR HHH HH HH RK HHH HK RH KR K KR RK HR 

At rooPko g-.e.t., the SM RCS was used to perform a small separation 

maneuver directed radially downward toward the center of the moon. The 

descent orbit insertion (DOI) maneuver was performed by a LM descent 

propulsion system (DPS) retrograde burn one-half revolution after 

IM/CSM separation, and the LM was placed in an elliptical orbit with a 

perilune of 8.5 n. mi. 

‘The LM to Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) communication system 
provided the voice and data required for the powered descent. Prior to 

the yaw maneuver, continuous steerable antenna AUTO-TRACK could not be 

maintained, and the aft omni had to be selected. After the yaw maneuver, 

the steerable antenna was required, and the antenna tracked perfectly 

through touchdown. The communication system performed nominally after 

landing except for an unexplained echo heard on the voice channel at the 

Mission Control Center during the EVA. Television through the Parks 

210-foot antenna and EVA data through the MARS 210-foot antenna were 

good. 

The LM powered descent initiation (PDI) maneuver was initiated at 

perilune of the descent orbit. The time of the maneuver was as planned.
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During the final approach phase, the crew noted that the landing 

point toward which the spacecraft was headed was in the center of a 

larger crater which appeared extremely rugged. The crater contained 

boulders 5 to 10 feet in diameter and larger. Consequently, the crew 

elected to fly to a landing point beyond this crater. The additional 

maneuvering to translate beyond the rough terrain required manual attitude 

control and fine adjustments of the rate of descent in addition to high 

horizontal velocity. The final landing point was estimated to be nearly 

4 miles down range from the planned point. Descent engine cutoff occurred 

at 1oehys™ys§ g.e.t. (371758 p.m. ¢c.d.t.) after probe contact indication. 
Onboard inertial system coordinates of the landing point were 

0.69°N, 23.46°H. Exact coordinates were later determined to be 0.636°N 
and 23.50°E. This location was named Tranquility Base. 

*¥ *¥ *# ¥ ¥ # HR KHER HHH HK RK HK He KKH HH KKH KH HR HK 

oh 06 28 08 cc Eagle, Houston. If you read, you're GO for 
powered descent. Over. 

oh 06 28 18 CMP Eagle, this is Columbia. They just gave you 
(COLUMBIA) a GO for powered descent. 

04 06 28 22 cc Columbia, Houston. We've lost them on the high 
gain again. Would you please - We recommend 

they yaw right 10 degrees and reacquire. 

04 06 28 3h CMP Eagle, this is Columbia. You're GO for PDI 
(COLUMBIA) and they recommend you yaw right 10 degrees 

and try the high gain again. 

OL 06 28 46 CMP Eagle, you read Columbia? 
(COLUMBIA ) 

04 06 28 48 LMP Roger. We read you. 
(EAGLE) 

Ob 06 28 ho CMP Okay. 
(COLUMBIA) 

O4 06 28 51 cc Eagle, Houston. We read you now. You're GO 
for PDI. Over. 

OL 06 29 23 cc Eagle, Houston. Your alinement is GO on the 

AGS. On my Mark, 3 30 until ignition. 

O04 06 29 29 LMP Roger. 
(EAGLE) 

OL 06 29 33 ce Mark.
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3 30 until ignition. 

Roger. Copy. Thrust translation - four jets - 

Balance couple - ON. TTICA throttle - MINIMUM. 

Throttle - AUTO CDR. Prop button - RESET. 

Prop button. Okay. ABORT/ABORT STAGE - RESET. 

ATT CONTROL - three of them to MODE CONTROL. 

Okay, MODE CONTROL is set. AGS is reading 

400 plus 1. Standing by for ... 

10... 10 percent 

Columbia, Houston. We've lost them. Tell 

them to go aft OMNI. Over. 

They've lost you. Use the OMNI's again. 

Say again, Neil? 

I'll leave it in SLEW. Relay to us. See if 

they have got me now. I've got good signal 

strength in SLEW. 

Okay. You should have him now, Houston. 

Eagle, we've got you now. It's looking good. 

Over. 

Eagle -- 

~ - descent looks good. 

Eagle, Houston. Everything is looking good 

here. Over. 

Roger. Copy. 

AGS and PNGS agree very closely. 

Roger.
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Beta ARM. Altitudes are a little high. 

Our position checks down range show us to be 
a little long. 

Roger. Copy. 

Roger. You are GO - You are GO to continue 

powered descent. You are GO to continue 

powered descent. 

Roger. 

And, Eagle, Houston. We've got data dropout. 

You're still looking good. 

«+.» PGNS. We got good lock-on. Altitude 

iights OUT. DELTA-H is minus 2 900. 

Roger. We copy. 

Got the Earth right out our front window. 

Houston, you're looking at our DELTA-H? 

That's affirmative 

PROGRAM ALARM. 

It's looking good to us. Over. 

It's a 1202. 

1202. 

Give us a reading on the 1202 PROGRAM ALARM. 

Roger. We got - We're GO on that alarm. 

Roger. P30.
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6 plus 25, throttle down ~ - 

Looks like about 820 - 

- - 6 plus 25, throttle down. 

Roger. Copy. 6 plus 25. 

Same alarm, and it appears to come up when 

we have a 1688 up. 

Roger. Copy. 

Eagle, Houston. We'll monitor your DELTA-H. 

«+. worked out beautifully. 

Roger. DELTA-H is looking good to us. 

Ah! Throttle down - - 

Throttle down on time! 

Roger. We copy throttle down - - 

- - ... throttles down. Better than the 
simulator. 

Roger. 

AGS and PGNS look real close. 

At 7 minutes, you're looking great to us, 

Eagle. 

Give us an estimated switchover time please, 

Houston. 

Roger. Stand by. You're looking great at 
8 minutes. 

Eagle, you've got 30 seconds at P64.
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+. Roger. 

Eagle, Houston. Coming up 8 30; you're 

looking great. 

P64, 

We copy. 

Eagle, you're looking great. Coming up 

9 minutes. 

Manual attitude control is good. 

Roger. Copy. 

Eagle, Houston. You're GO for landing. 

3000 feet. Roger. Understand. GO for landing. 

PROGRAM ALARM. 

Copy. 

1201 

1201. 

Roger. 1201 alarm. We're GO. Same type. 

We're GO. 

2000 feet. 2000 feet. Into the AGS, 47 degrees. 

Roger. 

47 degrees. 

Eagle, looking great. You're GO. 

Roger. 1202. We copy it. 

35 degrees. 35 degrees. 750. Coming down to 

23. 

700 feet, 21 down, 33 degrees. 

600 feet, down at 19.
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540 feet, down at - 30. Down at 15. 

At 400 feet, down at 9. 

. forward. 

350 feet, down at 4. 

30, ... one-half down. 

We're pegged on horizontal velocity. 

300 feet, down 3 1/2, 47 forward. 

- up. 

On 1 a minute, 1 1/2 down. 

70. 

Watch your shadow out there. 

50, down at 2 1/2, 19 forward. 

Altitude-velocity light. 

3.1/2 down, 220 feet, 13 forward. 

11 forward. Coming down nicely. 

200 feet, 4 1/2 down. 

5 1/2 down. 

160, 6 - 6 1/2 down. 

5 1/2 down, 9 forward. That's good.
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120 feet. 

100 feet, 3.1/2 down, 9 forward. Five percent. 

Okay. 75 feet. There's looking good. Down 

a half, 6 forward. 

60 seconds. 

Lights on. 

Down 2.1/2. Forward. Forward. Good. 

4O feet, dom 21/2. Kicking up some dust. 

30 feet, 21/2 down. Faint shadow. 

4 forward. 4 forward. Drifting to the right 
a little. Okay. Down a half. 

30 seconds. 

Forward drift? 

Yes. 

Okay. 

CONTACT LIGHT. 

Okay. ENGINE STOP. 

ACA - out of DETENT. 

Out of DETENT. 

MODE CONTROL ~ both AUTO. DESCENT ENGINE 

COMMAND OVERRIDE - OFF. ENGINE ARM - OFF.
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Ob 06 45 52 LMP 413 is in. 
(EAGLE) 

04 06 45 57 cc We copy you down, Eagle. 

oh 06 45 59 CDR Houston, Tranquility Base here. 
(TRANQ) 

O04 06 46 Ob CDR’ THE EAGLE HAS LANDED. 
(TRANQ ) 

04 06 46 06 cc Roger, Tranquility. We copy you on the 
ground. You got a bunch of guys about to 

turn blue. We're breathing again. Thanks 

a lot. 

oO 06 46 16 CDR Thank you. 

(TRANQ) 

e # # #RKRHEK HK HE KR HR EKKK KR KHHRHHK KR KR KE HK HK 

The LM radar system performed nominally throughout descent. The 

landing radar acquired the lunar surface and provided altitude data when 

the slant range was 38 000 to 41 000 feet. Velocity data were provided 

when the slant range was 22 000 to 26 000 feet. As expected two velocity 

measurements were lost because of zero Doppler conditions in the vicinity 

of 100 to 300 feet. Landing radar continued down to.an altitude of 

approximately 25 feet. 

At ios g.e.t., the automatic evaporator inlet temperature apparently 

malfunctioned. The temperature measured at the evaporator outlet 
decreased to 31°F. The condition was corrected by cycling the control 

switch from AUTO to MANUAL and back to AUTO. Performance later returned 

to normal. 

It was reported by the crew after lunar landing that the mission 

timer had malfunctioned. Initial efforts to correct this malfunction 

were not successful, but after EVA, the timer was successfully 

reactivated. 

The IM tilted on the surface 4.5° from the vertical and yawed left 

13°. The crew indicated that the landing site area contained numerous 

boulders of varying shapes and sizes. The surface color varied from 

very light to dark gray. From his window view, the CDR reported that 

he could see some boulders that were apparently fractured by engine 

exhaust and that the surface of these boulders appeared to be coated 

light grey while the fractures were much darker. At zero phase angle 

(between sun angle and viewing angle), the surface was reported to be 

almost white. A hill could be seen at approximately 0.5 mile to 1 mile 

in front of the LM.
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Soon after lunar landing, the LM oxidizer and supercritical helium 
tanks then the fuel tanks were vented. When venting was completed, the 
fuel interface pressure began to rise rapidly. The vent valves were 
reopened, but the pressure rise was not stopped. While the oxidizer 
tank was being vented, the supercritical helium was also being vented 
through the oxidizer tank. The helium passes through a heat exchanger — 
used to transfer heat from the fuel to the helium when the engine is 
firing. Because the engine was off, no fuel was flowing, and the cold 
helium froze the fuel in the heat exchanger. Heat soakback from the 
engine caused the fuel trapped between the frozen heat exchanger and 
the closed engine valve to expand, which produced the rapid pressure 
rise observed. Then, after approximately 1 hour, the heat exchanger 
thawed as it absorbed heat in the engine compartment. 

The crew indicated that they could immediately adapt to the 
one-sixth gravity in the LM and moved very easily in this environment. 
Approximately 2 hours after landing, the crew requested that the 
extravehicular activity (EVA) be accomplished prior to the sleep period 
or about 4.5 hours earlier than originally scheduled. The rest period 
originally planned to occur prior to EVA was slipped until post-EVA 
and was added to the second sleep period. 

After the postlanding checks, the IM hatch was opened at 

101" 07358 g-e.t. The CDR's first step on the moon occurred at ~~ 
h ro2"aumas® g.e.t. (956M25® p.m. c.d.t.). 

HR R RR HH HER HE HK HH KH KR KR KR HHH HH HK RHR HHH KR OK 

04 13 23 38 CDR I'm at the foot of the ladder. The LM footpads 
(TRANQ) are only depressed in the surface about 1 or 2 

inches, although the surface appears to be very, 
very fine grained, as you get close to it. It's 
almost like a powder. Down there, it's very fine. 

O04 13 23 43 CDR I'm going to step off the LM now. 
(TRANQ) 

6h 13 2h 48 CDR THAT'S ONE SMALL STEP FOR A MAN, ONE GIANT LEAP 
(TRANQ) FOR MANKIND. 

RR eR RRR RHR RRR RHE KR HHH HK KR EHH RRR RR RHR KF 

He made a brief check of the IM exterior and indicated that penetration 
of the footpads was only about 1 or 2 inches and that collapse of the 
struts was minimal. He reported sinking approximately 1/8 inch into the 
fine, powdery surface material, which adhered readily to his lunar boots
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in a thin layer. No crater was formed from the effects of the descent 
engine, and about 1 foot of clearance was observed between the engine 
bell and the lunar surface. The CDR also reported that it was quite 
dark in the shadows, which made it difficult for him to see his’ footing. 

The CDR then collected a contingency sample of lunar soil from the 
vicinity of the LM ladder. He reported that, although the surface material 
was loose and soft he encountered very hard cohesive material as he dug 
down 6 to 8 inches. 

ee eH HHH HK eH RK HR KKK EHH RH KR HK HE HHH HH HH 

04 13 34 56 CDR It has a stark beauty all its own. It's like 
much of the high desert of the United States. 

It's different but it's very pretty out here. 

*# Fe RRR HEH H HH HH KR HH RH HH HR HH KR HE EHH HR H 

The CDR photographed the LMP's egress and descent to the lunar 
surface, The CDR and LMP then unveiled and read the plaque mounted on 
the strut behind the ladder. Next, the CDR removed the TV camera from 
the descent stage, obtained a panorama, and placed the camera on its 
tripod in a position to view the subsequent surface EVA operations. 

Hee HHH RR HR HR HH HK HH HH HH HK RK HH KH HR HHH 

o4 13 43 08 CDR That's a good step. About a 3-footer. 

04 13 43 16 Lyp Beautiful view! 

04 13 43 18 CDR Isn't that something! Magnificent sight out 
here. 

04 13 43 2h LMP Magnificent desolation. 

RH HH RHE HH KR KH HH RH HH KH EK K KEK HH HK HH HK HR ROK 

As planned, the LMP deployed the solar wind composition experiment 
on the lunar surface in direct sunlight to the north of the LM. 

Subsequently, the crew erected a 3-by 5-foot American flag on an 
8~foot aluminum staff. During the ensuing environmental evaluation, 
the LMP indicated that he had to be careful of his center of mass to 
maintain balance. He noted that the IM shadow had no significant 
effect on his extravehicular mobility unit temperature.
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x Xe KH Ke HK HH HH KH HHH HH HR KR KR KR KR HK KR KK KK HH 

ou 1k 14 48 LMP So-called kangeroo hop does work, but it seems 
that your forward mobility is not quite as good 
as - it is in the conventional - more conventional 

one foot after another. 

oh 14 15 06 LMP It's hard saying what a sane pace might be. I 
think it's the one that I'm using now--would get 

rather tiring after several hundred--- but this 

may be a function of this suit, as well as lack 

of gravity forces. 

HR ERK HR HR KR KH KH KR KKH HR KE HK KE HH HK HE HK HK 

President Nixon conversed with Armstrong and Aldrin from the White 

House and conveyed his congratulations and good wishes. 

x *¥ He HX KH KKH HR eK HH HH RR HHH KKH HHH HH HK 

oh 14 16 30 PRESIDENT Neil and Buzz, I am talking to you by 
NIXON telephone from the Oval Room at the White 

House, and this certainly has to be the 

most historic telephone call ever made. 

I just can't tell you how proud we all are 

of what you ---’ for every American. This 

has to be the proudest day of our lives. 

And for people all over the world, I am 

sure they, too, join with Americans in 

recognizing what an immense feat this is. 

Because of what you have done, the heavens 

have become a part of man's world. And as 

you talk to us from the Sea of Tranquility, 

it inspires us to redouble our efforts to 

bring peace and tranquility to Earth. For 

one priceless moment in the whole history 

of man, all the people on this Earth are 

truly one; one in their pride in what you 

have done, and one in our prayers that you 

will return safely to Earth. 

* * * # KX KH KR HK HK HHH KK KK HK KH KH KH KK KKK RK KK EK 

The CDR collected a bulk sample of lunar surface material thet 

consisted of assorted surface material and selected rock chunks. After 

the bulk sample collection, the crew inspected the LM and reported no 

discrepancies. The quads, struts, skirts, and antennae were satisfactory.
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The passive seismic experiment package (PSEP) and laser ranging 
retro reflector were deployed south of the IM. Excellent PSEP data were 
obtained which included detection of the crewmen walking on the surface 
and later in the LM. The crew then collected more lunar samples until 
EVA termination, including two core samples and approximately 20 pounds 
of discretely selected material. The LMP had to exert a considerable 
force to drive the core tubes an estimated 8 to 9 inches into the lunar 
surface. 

Throughout the EVA, TV provided continuous observation for time 
correlation of crew activity with telemetered data and voice comments 
and provided live documentation of this historically significant 
achievement. Lunar surface photography consisted of both still and 

sequence coverage with the Hasselblad camera, the Maurer data acquisition 

camera, and the Apollo lunar surface close-up camera. All EVA systems 

operated nominally during the EVA. 

EVA termination, film and sample transfer, IM ingress, and equipment 

jettison occurred according to plan. The crew rested after post-EVA 

activities and prior to preparation for lift-off later in the day. 

Flight crew performance during this period was outstanding. During 

the high activity events, bio-medical parameters were monitored carefully. 

From DOI to landing, the CDR's pulse rate went from 110 beats per minute 

to a maximum of 156. During the lunar surface activities, both crewmen 

had low pulse rates of 90 beats per minute. The LMP's maximum pulse 

rate was 125 while the CDR's pulse rate went to a maximum of 160 during 

the LM equipment transfer. None of the crew members had taken any 
medication. 

At 6:00 c.d.t., azPog™ g-e.t., the LM was at Tranquility Base on 
the lunar surface. The CSM weighed 36 567 pounds and was in a lunar 
orbit with a 62.3-n. mi. apolune and a 56.8-n. mi. perilune.
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DAY 6 

The LM lifted off from the lunar surface on the sixth day of the 

Apollo 11 Mission at 2hPeem g.e.t. It had been on the moon 21 hours 
36 minutes. 

ee eR RH HK RH HK HH HHH HHH KHER KR HR HH KR 

05 O4 32 55 CDR Roger, Hauston. The Eagle is back in orbit, 

(EAGLE) having left Tranquility Base and leaving behind 
a- a replica from our Apollo 11 patch and the 

olive branch. 

Ee KR ER H HK HHH RK HEH RH KH HHH HHH HK KH HH KE 

The 437.9-second, 6071.1-fps acent propulsion system (APS) maneuver 
inserted the LM into a lunar orbit with a 45.2-n. mi. apogee and a 

9-n. mi. perigee. After ascent at 125% 19"34.78, the rendezvous maneuver 

sequence began with the coelliptic sequence initiation (CSI). The IM 

docked with the CSM at 128% 93™ho8 after all rendezvous maneuvers were 

completed. The resultant orbit had a 62.6-n. mi. apolune and a 
56.3-n. mi. perilune. 

The LM communications were nominal through lunar ascent. The 

steerable antenna maintained lock and tracked through the APS burn, and 

uplink signal strength and temperature remained stable. Voice 

communications were excellent. The steerable antenna was used until a 

switch was made to omni antenna for a LM maneuver to a region beyond 

the steerable antenna limits. 

After the LM was docked with the CSM, the CSM cabin pressure was 

increased. Calculations based on cabin pressure rise indicate that the 

flow rate was in excess of the required 0.6 lb/hr, and a positive flow 

was maintained from the CSM to the LM. 

At 126" g.e.t., the crew reported that they had selected the 

secondary lithium hydroxide cartridge because of erratic carbon 

dioxide (co,,) readings. When erratic readings were also reported on the
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secondary cartridge, it was determined that the CO, sensor was probably 

erratic, and the CO, sensor circuit breaker was pulled. The primary 
2 

cartridge was placed on line. 

The ascent stage was jettisoned at 130"99%31 2° g.e.t. Twenty mimites 

later, the CSM RCS performed a 7.1-second, 2.2-fps separation maneuver 

from the LM and entered a 62.6 by 54.7-n. mi. orbit. This event was 
moved up approximately 83 minutes earlier than indicated on the flight 

plan to assure no orbit perturbations because of LM RCS thrust activity. 

The IM was left in a powered up configuration. 

The SPS performed the transearth injection (TEI) maneuver during 

the thirty-first lunar orbit at 135°23yo° g.e.t. The maneuver lasted 
151.4 seconds and resulted in a velocity change of 3279 fps. The total 

time in lunar orbit was 39 hours 34 minutes. 

HR RH RR RR EH HH HH HH HR HH HH HHH HR HH 

05.15 35 14 cc Hello, Apollo 11. Houston. How did it go? 

05 15 35 22 CMP Time to open up the LRL doors, Charlie. 

ee FX RR HK HK KR HK KH HK HH HHH KKK RK HH HE HHH 

At 6:00 c.d.t., 165°28" g.e.t., the COM weighed 26 000 pounds, 
was traveling 4900 fps, and was 130 300 n. mi. from earth.
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DAY 7 

At 14897" 228 g.e.t., on the seventh day of the mission, Apollo 11 

was 33 800 n. mi. from the moon and passed into the earth's sphere of 

influence. Distance from the earth was 174 000 n. mi., and velocity was 

3994 fps with respect to the earth. 

The MCC-5 was initiated at 150° 307 g.e.t. The 11.2-second SM RCS 

purn produced a velocity change of 4.8 fps. 

Communication was lost with the spacecraft for 51 minutes beginning 

at 151854" g-.e.t. The loss appeared to result from a combination of 

spacecraft maneuvering followed by a constant attitude. The signal 

strength received from the selected omni antenna was insufficient to 

permit selection of a favorable omni from the ground. Communication 

was regained by a gradual attitude change or by an antenna switch by 

the crew. 

Communications were again lost for approximately 18 minutes begin- 

ning at sy g.e.t. The spacecraft was in PTC during this time with 

ground switching between omni D and the HGA. It was determined later 

that the HGA was in the AUTO TRACK mode rather than the auto-reacquisi- 

tion mode which would explain the communications failure. 

An 18-minute television transmission was initiated at issh36m g.e.t. 

and produced good quality pictures. The crew demonstrated the effect of 

weightlessness on food and water and showed brief scenes of the moon 

and earth. 

HK HHH HH RH HH HK KH KR KH KR RHR KKK HK KK KR KK RK KK HX 

06 11 52 55 CMP You have a picture now, Houston? 

06 11 52 56 cc That's affirmative. I refuse to bite on this 
one, though. You tell us. 

06 11 53 02 CDR Okay. This should be getting larger, and if it 

is, it's the place we're coming home to. 

ee 8 RH HH HH KH KR EE HH HHH HH HH HH HH HH KKH RE KR HK 

At 6:50 ¢.d.t., 165%28" g.e.t., the spacecraft was traveling at 

4900 fps and was 130 000 n. mi. from earth.
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DAY 8 

The accuracy of the MCC-5 was such that the MCC-6 originally 

planned for 172:00 g.e.t. was not required.. The MCC-6, if performed on 

schedule, would have required a differential velocity of only 0.4 fps. 

A 12.5-minute television transmission was initiated at approximately 

1775328 g-.e.t. and produced good quality color pictures. The crew ex- 

pressed sincere appreciation to all people who had helped make the 

Apollo 11 mission possible. 

ee # He HK HR Re HR KN KR HH eH HH HE KR KR RH HE KH KH HH HH HR RE 

OF 22 22 36 cc .--Air Canada says it has accepted 2300 reserva-— 

tions for flights to the moon in the past 5 days. 

It might be noted that more than 100 have been 

made by men for their mothers-in-law... 

ee # ee HH HHH HK HR KR KK KH HK EK KH HH KR HEH HK HEHE 

The predicted time to reach entry interface was 195"93@ g-e.t., 

and the time to land was approximately 14 minutes later at 1957 g-e.t. 

(12:49 p.m. c.d.t.). 

_ The predicted flight-path angle was -6.49°, and entry velocity was 
36 194 fps. 

Because of deteriorating weather in the nominal landing area, the 

decision was made at 11°30" g.e.t. to move the target point down range 

215 n. mi. to longitude 169°10'W, latitude 13°19'W. 

Systems performance was nominal, and consumables usage remained 

within acceptable limits. 

At 6:00 c.d.t., 18928" g.e.t., the spacecraft was 40 500 n. mi. 
from earth and was traveling at 9735 fps.
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DAY 9 

The MCC-7, scheduled for igehog® g-e.t. on the ninth day, was not 
performed. The AV required was 0.1 fps. Propellant was in good condi- 
tion, and the crew was in high spirits. 

HX Xe RH HR KH HK HHH KH HE HR HH HR HR HH RK KH HH HK 

08 01 08 18 CMP It's a pleasure to be able to waste gas. 

08 01 31 48 CMP We can see the Moon passing by the window and 
it looks what I consider to be a correct size. 

ee ER RRR HH HK KH HR RK KR ERE HH HH HK RH KR KEK HK HH 

Predicted entry interface conditions at MCC-7 time were as follows: 

arrival, 195%o3™058 g.e.t.; velocity, 36 194.3 fps; and flight-path 
angle, -6.5°. 

Entry interface was reached at 195%93” g-e.t. Weather in the 
prime recovery area was excellent. Visibility was 12 miles; wave height 
3 feet; and wind, 16 knots. 

> 

The CM and SM separated at 19hPyg™9® g.e.t., and entry interface 

(400 000 ft) occurred at 19593068 g-.e.t. The entry velocity was 
36 194 fps and the flight-path angle was -6.48°. 

Visual contact of the spacecraft was reported at 195" 06" g-e.t. 

Drogue and main parachutes deployed normally. Landing occurred approxi- 

h. 
mately 14 minutes after entry interface at 195 18" g.e.t. 

(1150355 c.a.t.). 
Ree HR KH HK HR HH HH RK HK SEHK HR HH ERR HH HK KK 

08 03 17 48 SWIM 1 Roger. This is SWIM 1, Apollo ll. 

08 03 17 5k CDR Roger. 300 feet. 

08 03 17 56 SWIM 1 Roger. You're looking real good. 

08 03 18 18 SWIM 1 SPLASHDOWN! 

x #8 KX HH RK HH HH KK HK KK HH KR HK KKH EK HR HK RK KE KK
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— 

The landing point was in the mid-Pacific, approximately 169°W longi-_ 

tude by 13:18°N latitude, about 13 n. mi. from the prime recovery ship 
USS HORNET. The CM landed in the stable 2 position. Flotation bags 

were deployed to right the CM into stable 1 position at r9ses™o®. 

The crew reported that they were in good condition. 

~~ 

After landing, the recovery helicopter dropped swimmers who installed 

the flotation collar to the CM. A large, seven-man raft was deployed and 

was attached to the flotation collar. Biological isolation garments . 

(BIG's) were lowered into the raft, and one swimmer donned a BIG while 

the astronauts donned BIG's inside the CM. Two other swimmers moved 

upwind of the CM on a sécond large raft. The postlanding ventilation - 

fan was turned off, the CM was powered down, and the astronauts egressed 

and helped the swimmer close the CM hatch. The swimmer then deconta- 

minated all garments, the hatch area, the collar, and the area around 

the postlanding vent valves. 

The helicopter recovered the astronauts. After landing on the 

recovery carrier, the astronauts and a recovery physician entered the 

mobile quarantine facility (MQF). 

President Nixon, aboard USS HORNET, spoke to the crew members by 

intercommunications and congratulated them for this stupendous feat. 

The flight crew, recovery physician, and recovery technician 

remained inside the MQF until it was delivered to the Lunar Receiving 

Laboratory (LRL) in Houston, Texas. (This delivery occurred on July 27.) 

After the helicopter picked up the crew, the CM was retrieved and 

placed in a dolly aboard the recovery ship. It was then moved to the 

MQF and mated to the transfer tunnel. From inside the MQF/CM contain- 

ment envelope, the MQF engineer began postretrieval procedures (removal 

of lunar samples, data, equipment), passing the removed items through 

the delivery to the LRL. 

The sample return containers (SRC), film, and data were flown to : 

Johnson Island by fixed wing aircraft from USS HORNET. The two SRC's 

were then flown by separate aircraft to Houston for transport to the LRL.



APOLLO 11 MANEUVER SUMMARY 

{a} Translunar maneuver summary 
  

  

  

                                  
  

  

  

  

Ground elapsed time at ignition, Time of closest approach, Height at closest approach, 

hrimin:sec, g.e-t. Burn time, sec Velocity change, fps hrimin:sec, g-e.t- ? ne mis 2 

Maneuver Pre- Real- Pre- Real- 

Prelaunch | Real-time | actual | leunch | time | Actual| launch | time Actual | Prelauach | Healstine | actual Preleunch | Real-time | Actual 

P pian plan plan plan plan P P P P 

(save) 2:44:15.3 | ashksi6.e | a:h4h:16.2 349.5 3475 347.3 | 10 451.2 fro 435-9 [10 M42.0 | 75:24:06.1 | 75:04:28 73:16: 2h 3h 65 854.1 701.9 

S-IVB) 

Evasive 4:39:hk.9 | 44:39:44.9 | 4:40:01.0 2.8 2.8 Soh 19.7 19.7 19.7 | 75:57:39-4 | 75:40:35.2 | 75:38:22 59.8 335 60 179-7 

maneuver 

(sPs) 

MCC-1 12:45:00 11:30:00 N.P. (Not 0.0 eek NeP. 0.0 17.3 oP. | 75:57:39.4 | 75:53:49.0 N.P. 59.8 60.0 N.P. 

(sPs) performed) 

McC-2 26:45:00 26 4h: 58 26 4b:58 0.0 3.0 2.9 0.0 21.3 20.9 | 75:597:3964 | 75:53:49.0 | 75:53:46 59.8 60.0 62.8 

(sPs) 

MCC-3 53:55:00 53:55:00 N.P. 0.0 8.0 N.P. 0.0 8 NeP. | 75:57:34.4 | 75:53:49.0 NP. 59.8 60.0 NP. 

wec-4 70:55:00 70:55:00 N.P. 0.0 21.6 N.P. 0.0 2.6 NePe | 75:57:34-4 | 75:53:49.0 N.P. 59.8 60.1 N.P. 

_ XS _. 

Ground elapsed time Burn time, Velocity thange, Resultant apolune/perilune, 

at ignition, hbr:min:sec, g.e.t. sec : fps n. mi. 

L— 
tb . Pre- Real- Pre- Real- Pre- Real- 

Maneuver Prelaunch Real-time Actual launch time Actual launch time Actual launch time Actual 
plan plan plan plan plan plan plan plan 

Lunar 
orbit 75:54:28.4 75:49:49.6 75:49:49.6 | 358.9 362.1 | 362.1 2924.1 |2917.3 | 2917.5 | 169.8/59.7 | 169.1/61. 168.8/61.3 

insertion 

Lunar orbit 

circular- 80:09:29.7 80:11:36.0 80:11:36.0 16.4 17.0 17.0 157.8 159.2 158.8 65.6/53.6 65.17/53. 65.7/53.8 

ization 

CSM/LM 100:39:50.4 | 100:39:50.0 | 100:39:50 8.0 8.0 8.2 2.5 2.5 2.6 63.1/55.6 64.0/56. 63.7/55.8 

separation 

Descent 
orbit 101:38:48.0 | 101:36:14.2 | 101:36:14.1 28.0 29.8 29.8 Th .0 76.4 76.4 60.0/ 8.2 57.2/ 8. 57.2/ 8.5 

insertion 

Powered 
descent 102:35:13.0 | 102:33:04.4 | 102:33:04.4 | 714.0 712.7 | 712.6 6775.0 |6776.0 | 6775.8 0.0/ 0.0 0.0/ 0. 0.0/ 0.0 

initiation 

CSM 
plane 107:05:33.4 | 106:05:00 N.P. 8 8 NP. 16.6 15.0 N.P, 63.1/55.6 640/56. N.P. 

change 

Ascent 12:23:26.0 | 124:22:00.0 | 124:22:00.0 | 437.9 439.4 | 439.9 6060.2 |6070.2 | 6070.1 45.0/ 9.9 45.2/ 9 45.2/ 9.0 

Coelliptic 

sequence 125:22:19.1 | 125:19:34.7 | 125:19:34.7 4L 8 48.5 47.0 hou 53.2 51.5 45.T/U4.9 U7 /h5. 48 .6/45.3 

initiate 
- 

LM 
plane 125:50:28.0 | 126:12:33 NLP. 0.0 1.0 N.P. 0.0 22 N.P. 45.7/44.9 47.0/45. N.P 

change 

Constant 
delta 226:19:37.0 | 126:17:46.0 | 126:17:46.0 2.0 18.2 18.1 45 20.0 19.9 45 .1/42.8 470/40. 47.0/40.9 

altitude 

Terminal 

phase 126:58:08.4 | 126:57:00 127 :03:30.8 22,2 22.7 22.8 24.6 25.1 25.3 61.2/42.6 61.1/43. 61.2/43.9 

initiate 

Terminal 
phase 127:40:37.7 | 127:39:34.2 | 12745354 28.3 28.4 28.4 31.4 31.5 31.4 59.5/59.0 62.6/56. 62,.2/56.6 

finalize 

cSM/LM 131:53:04.7 | 130:30:00 130:30:00 3.2 6.5 Tl 1.0 2.0 2.2 59.6/59.0 62.6/54. 62.6/54.7 

separation                             
  

. 
- A
ts
-t
f



APOLLO 11 MANEUVER SUMMARY - Concluded 

(c} Transearth maneuver summary 

  

  

  

                                
    

    

Ground elapsed time at ignition Burn time, sec Velocity change, fps Velocity (fps) at EI, fps Flight-path angle at EI, deg 
hrimin:sec, g.e.t. 

Maneuver Pre- Real- Pre- Real~ 
= h Real-ti Prelaunch | Real-time Prelaunch Realtime Actual launch | time | Actual | launch | time Actual en een Actual plan plan Actual 

pian plan plan plan plan plan 

ver 135:24:33.8 | 135:235:41.6 | 135:23:42.0) 149.1 147.9 150.0 3292.7 3283.6 3278.8 36 194.3 3% 194.3 e -6.50 -6.50 e 

(sPs) 

wec-5° 150: 24:00 150:29:54.5 | 150:29:54.5 0.0 11.0 10.8 0.0 4.8 4.7 36 194.3 36 194.3 36194.3 ~6.50 6.51 -6 WE 

mec-6° 172:00:00 172:00:00 N.P. 0.0 lel NP. 0.0 A N.P. 36 19h.3 36 194.3 NP. -6.50 6.51 N.P. 

mcc-77 192:06:00 192:06:00 NP. 0.0 5 N.P. 0.0 ol N.P. 36 19h.3 36 194.3 NP. 6.50 -6.50 NP. 

ao.e.t. to entry interface was 195:05:03.5 for prelaunch and real-time plans. 
b + 
g-e.t. to entry interface was 195: 03.5 for the prelaunch plan and 195:03:06 for the real-time plan;the actual time was 195:03:08. 

e 
g-e.t. to entry interface was 195: 03.5 for the prelaunch plan and 195:03:04 for the real-time plan. 

a + 
g-e.t. to entry interface was 195:05:03.5 for the prelaunch plan and 195:03:05 for the real-time plan. 

"No entry; vacuum perigee over 66 n. mi. | 
'
2
G
~
T
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 

Houston, Texas 77058 

  

IN REPLY REFER TO: CB 

TO : Mission Planning and Analysis Division 

FROM : The Apollo 11 Crew 

SUBJECT: The lunar landing 

It has been a rare pleasure for us, over a space of several 

years, to work with all of you in MPAD. Your imaginative and 
careful work throughout each new step of space exploration 
made a success of the flights before ours, and gave us great 
confidence as we set out toward a lunar landing. 

In flight we found it worked just like you said, but then 
that was no surprise, as we had become accustomed to the 

precision of your trajectories and analyses. 

lgokitg forward to watching you plan bigger and 
ingg for the future.     

Sincerely, 

f a S 9 

ong Michael Gollan Edwin E. Aldrin 
Colonel, USAF Colonel, USAF 

NASA Astronaut NASA Astronaut
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While working with data from various MPAD areas, the math aides realized 

that the earth-moon-sun geometry was depicted incorrectly on the official 
Apollo 11 insigne. This inaccuracy was corroborated by actual photographs 
taken during the Apollo 11 flight. 

A correct version (courtesy of the math aides) is depicted below. 
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THE LANDING ANALYSIS BRANCH 

The designated responsibilities of the Landing Analysis Branch are 
mission planning and analysis related to descent to and ascent from the 
surface of gravitational bodies with consideration given to thrust-con- 
trolled flight and aerodynamically controlled flight as required. This 
branch consists of two sections: the Lunar Landing Section, composed of 
a descent group and an ascent group; and the Reentry Studies Section. 

LUNAR LANDING SECTION 

Specific tasks which must be performed to produce a final lunar 
module descent/ascent mission design include powered flight trajectory 
analysis, guidance analysis, systems analysis, guidance and flight 
monitoring procedures development, and real-time mission support. 
Initially, computational capability had to be developed to conduct the 
required analyses. Results of the analyses conducted appeared in the 
Apollo 11 mission documents including the reference trajectory, the 
operational trajectory, dispersion documents, and revisions to each. 

The result of 2 years of detailed planning and analysis by this 
section was the successful accomplishment of the first manned lunar 
landing on July 20, 1969, and ascent to lunar orbit on July 21, 1969. 
The documented results of this effort were used as a basis for the pre- 
mission plan (operational trajectory) for Apollo ll. 

The sequence of events leading to a lunar landing from lunar orbit 
are the following: CSM/LM undock, CSM separation, descent orbit injec- 
tion (DOI), and the powered descent. Undocking occurs during the 
thirteenth orbit after the circularization maneuver (LOI-2). Approximately 

30 minutes later, the CSM performs a separation maneuver. One-half 

orbit after separation, the DOI maneuver is performed to place the LM on 

a Hohmann transfer orbit that will transfer it from the near 60-n. mi. 

circular parking orbit to a low altitude of 50 000 feet. The powered 

descent maneuver is initiated near the 50 000-foot perilune of the 

descent transfer orbit and consists of three operational phases: braking, 

for efficiency; approach, for crew visibility; and landing, for takeover 

of manual control to landing on the lunar surface. The transition from 

braking to approach phase is termed high gate, and the transition from 

approach to landing phase is termed low gate. Details of the premission 

plan for lunar descent from descent engine ignition to landing are shown 

in figure 1.
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The sequence of events that lead to insertion into lunar orbit 
after launch from the surface are as follows: prelaunch preparation, 
ignition/staging, vertical rise, pitchover, and insertion upon completion 
of powered flight. Prelaunch preparation nominally begins approximately 
2 hours prior to lift-off and includes checkout of the various systems 
to assure that each is ready for launch. Separation occurs at ascent 
engine ignition; the ascent stage begins vertical rise and leaves the 
descent stage on the lunar surface. After the vertical phase is completed, 
the vehicle pitches over into the attitude required to begin the-near 
optimum ascent-to-insertion trajectory. When targeted insertion condi- . 
tions are met, the ascent engine cuts off, and the vehicle is in the 
desired coasting orbit to begin rendezvous preparations. Details of the 
dunar module ascent to insertion are shown in figure 2. - 

Propellant utilization calculations and allowables, termed AV budget, > 
received much time and attention during the Apollo 11 lunar landing 
planning effort. Propellant is a highly critical consumable and can 
determine the success of the mission. A typical set of AV budget figures, 
one result of many updates and revisions, is shown in figure 3 and in . 
tables I and II. 

Development of procedures and techniques to monitor critical systems 
and to assess flight progress, both by the crew on board the vehicle 
and by the ground flight control personnel, received much attention. 
It seemed as if all of MSC and a large contractor force were involved in 
this effort, and its importance cannot be overemphasized. The Landing — 
Analysis Branch led the procedures and techniques development effort for 
lunar module descent and ascent. ‘Typical results of this effort are 
shown by the flow charts in figure 4 for descent and in figure 5 for 
ascent. Full detail of the results of these tasks are published in 
various volumes of the Apollo Mission Techniques documents. 

The problem of backup manual control for aborts from descent to or 

ascent from the lunar surface were also studied in a series of meetings. 

If both the primary and abort guidance systems should fail, some manual 

control technique was desired by which safe orbit conditions could be . 

achieved. The manually controlled attitude angles and duration at each 

attitude that resulted from the study are shown in figure 6. This 

figure was available to the ground flight control personnel during 

Apollo 11 and would have been used to obtain the desired attitudes to be 

relayed to the crew if manual control had become necessary.
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Both real-time events and postflight analyses show that the actual 

descent trajectory was very close to the nominal automatic trajectory 

down to the point of entry into program 66. The DOI maneuver was executed 

with very small. residuals which were burned to zero in the radial and 

down-range directions. The DPS ignition was performed on time, and 

postflight data indicate that the thrust-to-weight ratio was very close 

to nominal. The windows-up maneuver was initiated very close to the 

expected time, but the execution was longer than expected because of a 

misplaced rate scale switch. Landing radar altitude and good velocity 

data signals were achieved while the SC was still in the transient state 

at a yaw angle of approximately 20°. The good velocity data were earlier 

than expected. The throttle recovery was achieved within 1 second of 

preflight predictions. High gate altitude and altitude rates were 

slightly lower than nominal. Normally, the crew would evaluate the 

landing area soon after the pitch maneuver at high gate. However, be- 

cause of program alarms, Commander Armstrong delayed this evaluation 

until an altitude of approximately 3000 feet. It became apparent that 

the target point was an undesirable landing area. P66 was entered at 
approximately 400-feet altitude, and the trajectory was translated down- 

range approximately 1100 feet from the targeted landing area. The total 

flight time was extended an additional 40 seconds from the normal time 

for an automatic landing. 

The typical ground monitoring charts presented in figures 7 and 8 
show comparisons of actual and premission planned parameters. The 
departure from the nominal trajectory after manual control was assumed 
is shown in figure 7. The near nominal performance of the DPS engine 
is shown in figure 8. Analog strip charts of pertinent descent parameters 
(fig. 9) also indicate the near nominal descent trajectory. The combined 
effect of an initial down-range position error and the additional down- 
range manually controlled translation to a smooth landing area appear in 
figure 10 as a miss from the nominal landing site, but the actual landing 
point was within the premission predicted landing ellipse. 

The point marked initiate P66 indicates the point at which the com- 
mander assumed attitude and rate-of-descent control to deviate from the 
landing point to which the automatic guidance P64/P65 was steering (a 
boulder field area around West Crater). The P66 initiation occurred at 
an altitude of 410 feet and 2 minutes 18 seconds prior to landing. The 
crater designated in figure 10(b) as PHOTO AS11-40-5955 indicates the 
large crater photographed by the crew during EVA on the surface.
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Lift-off and ascent from the lunar surface was also very near the 

nominal. Insertion into the target orbit was well within expected 

tolerances. Comparisons of the actual and preplanned trajectory param- 

eters are shown in figures 11 and 12; near nominal conditions are 
indicated. The ascent analog strip charts (figs. 13 and 14) also 
indicate the near nominal ascent trajectory. 

The preceding paragraphs indicate the type and magnitude of work 

done by the Lunar Landing Section in premission planning, in mission 

support, and in postflight analysis. The figures presented are taken 

from various documents published by section personnel. Many long days 
and much overtime work willingly volunteered by the members of the section 

enhanced the success of the first lunar landing mission. The quality of 

their work and attention to detail was a significant factor in the 

overwhelming success of the Apollo 11 mission in July 1969.



TABLE I.- LM DESCENT DELTA V BUDGET (SEPTEMBER 1968) 
  

, Phase AV, fps 
  

  

  

Total 
Item Descent = Braking Final i Vv 

transfer approach Landing | AV, fps 

Nominal 

Automatic guidance ......- 71 5312 887 hoe 6672 
Manual guidance 

Landing site redesignation . -- -- 60 -- \ 

Manual maneuvering (50 sec). . -- -- “< 265 325 

Nominal AV... ee we ee we 
™ 6997 

Dispersions (RSS) 

CSM orbital altitude. ..... k— 30 -— -- -- 
CSM orbital plane ...... -- 10 -- ~~ 

IM navigation ........ -- 40 -- 69 +119 
DPS thrust at FIP ...... -- ho -- -- 
Manual control... . —_ -- -- 80 

Total descent budget, fps =. . 6997 + 119       
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TABLE II.- LM ASCENT DELTA V BUDGET (SEPTEMBER 1968) 

Item 

: a 
Nominal 

Inplane launch into 10- by 30-n. mi. orbit 

Out-of-plane allowance (0.5°) 

Nominal AV . 

Contingency bias 

PGNCS/AGS switchover 

Nominal + bias . 

Dispersions (RSS) 

PGNCS oo 

Thrust ..... 

Total dispersions ... 

Total ascent budget ,° fps 

On/W = 0.3326. 
b 

0 

= =e _ly2 OV ose = 7659.6 - 8170.0 F ) + 10 000.0 F yA, 
0 

AV, fps 

6032 
18 

6050 

4O 

6090 

10 

8 

+12.8 

6090 + 12.8
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REENTRY SECTION 

Atmospheric reentry includes the passage of the command module (CM) 
through the earth's atmosphere and the safe arrival of the CM at a pre- 

determined geographical location. The passage of the CM through the 

earth's atmosphere involves problems related to crew safety and accurate 
trajectory control. The first problem (crew safety) can be divided into 

three areas: (1) heating, (2) excessive gravitational forces, and 
(3) skipping out of the atmosphere. Aerodynamic heating is produced 

when. the CM, moving at supersonic speeds, penetrates the atmosphere. 

The air cannot move fast enough to make way for the moving body and is 

therefore compressed, which causes the air to be heated up. Enough heat 

is produced to ionize the air around the CM which produces a barrier to 

radio communication. The problem of heating is solved by the use of a 

protective covering of ablative material dissipates heat by melting and 

vaporizing at the surface. The heat is removed by the loss of the 

vaporized portion of the heat shield. 

The second and third problems coricerning crew safety may be best 

explained by figure 1. In this figure, the CM is shown penetrating the 

top of the earth's atmosphere at specified angles to a local tangent line. 

If the CM's direction of motion were along line A, the spacecraft would 

be penetrating the atmosphere at a steep angle and would pull excessive 

g-forces, thus endangering the crew. If the CM's direction of motion 

were along line B or shallower, the spacecraft would literally skip out 

of the atmosphere. This condition is analagous to skipping a stone 

across a body of water by throwing the stone at a low or shallow angle 

with respect to the surface of the water. The desired reentry penetration 

angle lies between lines A and B, such as line C. When the spacecraft 

enters at this angle, it is subjected to neither excessive g-forces nor 

skips out of the atmosphere. The reentry penetration angle is controlled 

along the return to earth leg by making midcourse corrections to the tra- 

jectory. The width of the angle between lines A and B is about 2° and is 

known as the reentry corridor. The reentry corridor for Apollo 11 is 

shown in figure 2. 

The second basic problem, once the spacecraft has safely penetrated 

the earth's atmosphere, is to guide the spacecraft to a predetermined 

landing point. This is accomplished by controlling aerodynamic lifting 

forces on the CM by rolling the spacecraft about an axis parallel to 

the direction of motion through the use of small reaction control system
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thrusters. By modulating this lifting force the CM's lateral and hori- 

zontal direction of motion is controlled. The direction in which to 
roll the spacecraft is determined by an onboard computer which in turn 

automatically maneuvers the spacecraft to that roll attitude. The CM's 
motion is eventually slowed by the atmospheric drag to a point where 

parachutes are deployed and the spacecraft floats to a tanding at the 

target point. 

Figure 3 shows the Apollo 11 landing point capability (footprint) 
on the surface of the earth. Premission, the Apollo entry was to be 

flown by the guidance and control system to a 1285-n. mi. target (from 

entry interface to splashdown). However, bad weather conditions developed 

about 12 hours before entry. Therefore, it was necessary to utilize the 

entry guidance capability to increase the entry range in order to over- 

fly the bad weather. It was decided in real time to increase the range 

to 1500 n. mi. The resultant entry ground track and landing point are 

illustrated in figure 3. 

The service module was jettisoned on schedule and at entry interface 

the CM was on a trajectory near the center of the corridor as shown in 

figure 2. The entry velocity and flight-path angle were 36 194 fps and 
-6.48°, respectively. Figure 4 presents the altitude range profile flown 
on the Apollo 11 mission. This figure, along with table I, presents the 

significant events for the Apollo 11 entry. Figure 5 presents the 

velocity load factor profile as sensed by the @ntry monitoring system. 

The trace indicates an initial peak load factor of 6.7g and a final phase 

peak load factor of 6.1g. 

The computer indicated a landing at 169°9'W longitude and 13°18'N 
latitude,:which is 1.69 n. mi. from the desired target point. 

COMMAND MODULE 

     
     

   

TOP OF ATMOSPHERE 

LOCAL TANGENT 

  

~ 
™B 

c 
\ DIRECTIONS OF 

MOTION 

A 

Figure 1.- Command module penetrating the earth's atmosphere.
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TABLE I.- SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING ENTRY 

  

Time from lift-off, Time from 400 000 ft, 

  

  

Event hr :min:sec min:sec 

Entry 195:03:06 0:00 

Enter S-band communications 195:03:2h 0:18 
blackout 

Enter C-band communications 195:03:35 0:29 

blackout. Load factor = 

0.05¢ 

Maximum heating rate 195:04:14 1:08 

Guidance initiate at 195:04:22 1:16 

RDOT = -700 fps 

Maximum load factor 195:04:26 1:20 

Exit C-band communications 195:05:51 2:h5 

blackout 

Exit S-band communications 195:06:37 3:31 
blackout 

Maximum load factor 195:09:22 6:16 
{second) 

Termination CMC guidance 195:10:56 7:50 

Drogue parachute deploy 195:11:59 8:53 

Main parachute deploy 195:12:h6 9:ho 

Splashdown 195:17:42 14:36        
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THE FLIGHT ANALYSIS BRANCH 

The functions of the Flight Analysis Branch are to establish oper- 
ational procedures and data to support the mission trajectories, to 
assure flight safety, and to support the real-time command and control 
function. The required activities include the development of launch, 
orbital, TLI, LOI, and TEI abort plans to assure flight crew safety; the 
development of range safety plans; the conducting of orbital debris 
studies to insure low casualty probabilities; the development of oper- 
ational vehicle separation. sequences and maneuver constraints to reduce 
the recontact hazards; the development of real-time decision logie and 
displays. to support the flight crew and RICC functions; and the establish- 
ment of the requirements and managing the functions of the RTACF for the 
support of the mission. 

The Flight Analysis Branch consists of three sections: the Contingency 
Analysis Section with responsibility for abort analysis functions, the 
Mission Support Section with responsibility for inflight operational 
support, and the Flight | Studies Section with trajectory and systems analysis 
responsibilities.
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS SECTION 

To insure the high confidence level required by the Apollo Lunar 

Landing Program, a practical return-to-earth abort capability must be 

defined throughout the various mission phases. Definition of this cap- 

ability and implementation of the associated techniques into the mission 

planning and crew training activities are the major functions of the 

Contingency Analysis Section. In general, spacecraft and operational 

constraints are superimposed on safe return-to-earth trajectory require- 

ments. The resultant interaction has led to the evolvement of several 

distinct abort techniques and powered flight monitoring procedures. These 

techniques and procedures are combined to ensure that a safe return-to- 

earth capability exists throughout the spectrum of anticipated contingency 

conditions. 

An overview of the contingency plan including crew and ground monitoring 

limits as well as abort techniques are summarized in figure 1 for each 

mission phase. 

Many contingencies, were provided for with the development of charts 

carried in the spacecraft by the flight crew. Five Contingency Analysis 
Section work areas were represented by such onboard crew charts. Typical 

examples from the launch abort, TLI monitor, TLI abort, LOI monitor and 

LOI abort work areas are shown in figures 2 through 6. 

Although the probability that an Apollo mission will have to be 

aborted in low, the confidence level in the lunar landing program has 

been greatly enhanced by the provision of carefully planned contingency 

procedures. 
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Figure 1.- The relationshipof the nominal Apollo 11 mission events and the operational abort modes, 
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FLIGHT STUDIES SECTION 

The members of the Flight Studies Section investigated the topics 

of separation and recontact, orbital debris, and range safety for the 

first lunar landing mission. 

Separation techniques and procedures were analyzed, and in some 
cases defined, to insure there would be no recontact between manned 

vehicles and unmanned jettisoned configurations. All phases of the 

mission, from lift-off to landing were evaluated for the nominal, abort, 
and alternate mission cases. 

Two areas of separation required more extensive studies than other 

separation cases. These areas include (1) the nominal CSM/IM ejection 
and the CSM SPS evasive maneuver from the S-IVB and (2) the nominal IM 

ascent stage jettison in lunar orbit. 

The analysis for the first major area of concern determined that 

the planned SPS evasive maneuver burn was sufficient to preclude a 

recontact with the S-IVB. The LM ejection and CSM SPS evasive maneuver 

are defined in table I, and are pictorially represented in figure 1. 

The motion of the CSM/LM relative to the S-IVB for the nominal SPS evasive 

maneuver is presented in figure 2. The adequacy of these separation 

procedures was verified by real-time calculations. 

_ Studies conducted for the second major area of concern determined 
that the planned LM ascent stage jettison attitude and separation AV 

were’ sufficient to avoid recontact with the CSM prior to TEI. Two LM 

ascent stage jettison sequences were evaluated. In the first sequence, 

the ascent stage was jettisoned along the local horizontal (fig. 3). In 

the second sequence, the LM ascent stage is jettisoned 45° above the 

local horizontal (fig. 4). The relative motion of the LM with respect 
to the CSM from jettison to TEI for the first sequence is shown in 

figure 5. The separation distances for the second sequence are somewhat 

larger than those shown in figure 5. No near collisions after LM ascent 

stage jettison were observed during the mission. 

Separation procedures for abort and alternate missions were defined 

in collaboration with the Flight Control Division and the Flight Crew 

Support Division. Launch, earth orbit, TLI, TLC, lunar orbit, TEC, and 

entry phases were evaluated. In addition to these separation and recontact 

analyses, gimbal angles were generated to be used by the crew to view the 

S-IVB during the evasive maneuver and to view the IM ascent stage after 

jettison.
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Earth entry of spacecraft debris was analyzed to determine the 
probability that a casualty would result from the nominal mission. The 
jettisoned SLA panel trajectories were calculated to predict those panels 
which would return, the probable impact areas of these panels, and the 
casualty expectations associated with the surviving debris of these panels. 

The nominal CM/SM separation was also analyzed to predict the traj- 
ectory of. the SM after separation and the landing area for the SM debris. 
The orbital debris analysis was performed based on the CM/SM separation 
sequence presented in table II and the separation attitudes defined in 

figure 6. Preflight calculations and real-time monitoring indicated that 
there was enough SM RCS fuel remaining for a burn of approximately - 
400 seconds. If the SM remained stable throughout the burn, a burn ‘of 
this duration initiated at the attitude shown in figure 6 would have 
resulted in the SM's grazing the earth's atmosphere and skipping out into 
orbit in excess of 500 000 n. mi. 

However, because tracking data from the Apollo 10 mission had shown 
that the separation AV was greatly reduced for that mission and because 
it was indicated that this reduction was caused by instability during the 
burn, it was assumed that the SM would also become unstable at some point 

during the burn for the Apollo 1l mission. Therefore, the SM impact 
points and casualty expectations were determined for the most probable 
separation AV range (5 fps to 120 fps). 

The Airborne Launch Optical Tracking System (ALOTS) filming of the 
SM breaking up and visual observation by the crew of the SM 5 minutes 

after separation verified that the SM did not remain stable during the 
burn. If the 5M had remained stable, the SM would never have reached 

the breakup altitude and, as shown in figures 6 and 7, the crew would 
never have seen the SM prior to entry interface (the SM would have 
been above and in front of the CM -X-axis). As the result of this SM 

motion after separation, steps are being taken to change the separation 
sequence for the Apollo 13 mission to insure that the SM burn is terminated 
prior to the time the SM would become unstable. 

The LET nominal impact and 30 dispersion impact data were generated 
and provided to the KSC in fulfillment of the Air Force Eastern Test 
Range (AFETR) range safety requirements. The effect of launch vehicle 
destruct action on the Apollo spacecraft was also required by the AFETR 

and was supplied prior to the mission.
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TABLE I.- LM EJECTION AND CSM SPS EVASIVE MANEUVER 

Time, after CSM/LM ejection, 
hr:min:sec 

00:00:00 

00:00:05 

00:00:08 

. 00:00:21.5 

00:30:00 

Event 

CSM/LM is ejected from the S-IVB’ (TLI 

cutoff plus 1°20" or yPoo™y4.8° g.e.t. 
for July 16, 1969, nominal launch). 

Spring actuator AV is approximately 

0.8 fps for e 48-percent efficiency. 

Initiate CSM RCS -X translation. 
No change in spacecraft attitude. 

Terminate CSM RCS -X translation. 

‘AV = 0.4 fps. 
Total ejection AV = 1.2 fps. 

The spacecraft will have translated 

25 ft based on a minimum spring 
efficiency of 48 percent. 

After ejection, begin orientation to 

the SPS evasive maneuver attitude: 

pitch = ~75° and yaw = 0°. The roll 
angle will be approximately 57° to view 
the S-IVB in the left side window. 

If the S-IVB LH, propulsive vent fails to 

close after TLI and cannot be closed 

prior to LM ejection, it will be 

necessary for the spacecraft to orient 

to the SPS evasive maneuver attitude 

and to perform a 5-sec +X RCS trans~ 

lation prior to 5 min after ejection. 

The nominal evasive maneuver would still 

occur as planned. If no action were 

taken, an 8-1b propulsive vent would 
cause the S-IVB to recontact the space- 

craft approximately 6 min after ejection. 

Initiate the SPS evasive maneuver 

CP 3g™yy 85 g.e.t. for a nominal July 16, 
1969 launch). 

AV = 19.7 fps.
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TABLE I.- LM EJECTION AND CSM SPS EVASIVE MANEUVER ~ Concluded 

Time, after CSM/LM ejection, 
hr:min:sec 

00:40:00 

00:52:00 

00:53:48 

01:26:ho 

01:31:20 

Event 

At TLI cutoff plus Ago? | initiate the 
TBS sequence. 

Continuous S-IVB LE, propulsive vent ON. 

S-IVB orients to the dump attitude: 

pitch 218°, yaw 0°, roll 170° with 
respect to the LM for a July 16, 1969, 
launch. 

Initiate LOX dump (TLI plus 2%12%), 

Terminate LOX dump (TLI plus ay 3%g5) 
AV = 52.5 fps. 

Initiate S-IVB attitude propulsion system 

purn (TLI plus 2°46"40%), 

Terminate S-IVB attitude propulsion system 

purn (TLI plus 2¢51™208), 
Attitude propulsion system burn 

AV = 39.4 fps. 
Continuous vent AV_ 

Total slingshot AV 
6.6 fps. 
98.5 fps (30 m/sec).
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TABLE II,~ NOMINAL CM/SM SEPARATION PROCEDURES 

Time, 

hr:min:sec, g.e.t. 

19:48:04 

194:50:04 

Event 

At tae = 17 minutes, the CSM performs 

the IMU alinement attitude check. 
The IMU alinement check is performed with 

CSM heads down, +X-axis alines 31.7° 
above the LOS to the backward horizon 

in the orbital plane (0° yaw). 
The CSM then yaws 45° north and holds 

this attitude for SM separation. 

At tee = 15 min, the CM jettisons the SM 

and then orients to the entry attitude. 

Total relative AV imparted immediately 
at SEP is approximately 1.5 fps.
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CSM/LM EJECTION ATTITUDE AT TLIC/O + ihgo" LVLH SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE 

v. P= -006.2 
i 4LV Y= -040-3 

R= ~060.0 

@EXECUTE CSM/LM EJECTION 

@AT 5 SECONDS AFTER EJECTION PERFORM 
CSM -X RCS FOR 3 SECONDS 

@ TOTAL AV= 1.2 FPS FOR 48% EFFICIENT 
SPRING EJECTION 

SPACECRAFT GIMBALS 

R (OGA) = -056.9 
P GGA) = -073.9 
Y (MGA) = -040.6 
PAD REFS. (ref. 1) 

SPS EVASIVE MANEUVER ATTITUDE AT TLI C/0 + it 50" 

Vi 4Lv LVLH SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE 
Y= 000 
P= -076.2 
R= 056.8 

@ AFTER CSM/LM EJECTION ORIENT TO SPS 

EVASIVE MANEUVER ATTITUDE 

@ PERFORM SPS BURN AT 30 MINUTES AFTER 

EJECTION FOR 
AV, = 5FPS 

Avy = OFPS 

Av, = 19 FPS 

TOTAL AV= 19.7 FPS 
AT = 2.8 SECONDS 

+LH 

    
SPACECRAFT GIMBALS 

R (OGA) = 056.9 
P (IGA) = -147.7 
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Figure 1.- Nominal CSM/LM ejection and SPS evasive maneuver.
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LM ASCENT STAGE JETTISON ATTITUDE 

LVLH SC ATTITUDE 

HY Y= 000 
P= 000 
R= 000 

—i>a— vi +LH 

JETTISON LM ASCENT STAGE 
SPACECRAFT GIMBALS 

R (0GA) = 000 
P (IGA) = -019.7 
Y (MGA) = 000 
L/O REFS (ref. 4) 

@ PERFORM CSM -X RCS 
RETROGRADE FOR NET 
AV=1FPS 

@ TE! PERFORMED 1 3/4 
ORBITS LATER 

  

Figure 3.- CSM/LM ascent stage separation and jettison along the local horizontal .
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Figure 4,- LM ascent stage jettison 45° above the local horizontal,
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Figure 5.- Relative motion for LM jettison prior to nominal TEI (Mission G).
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Figure 6.- Nominal CM/SM separation attitudes. 
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MISSION SUPPORT SECTION 

The Mission Support Section is responsible for the management, plann— 

ing, and operation of the Real-Time Auxiliary Computing Facility (RTACF). 
Flight preparation began with the appointing of an Operational Support 

Team and the development of computer processors to satisfy the RTACF 

computing requirements. Thirty-eight team members from the Mission Support 

Section and its contractor support organizations began program verification 

and training shortly after the Apollo 10 mission. During this preparation 

period, sixteen simulations were supported during which compatibility 

checks were made with the RTCC and mission tapes and high-speed drum 

files were constructed. 

During the mission, six hundred and thirty-seven data requests 

were satisfied for the RTACF requestors. The following is a list of the 

computational capability that existed in the RTACF in support of the 

Apollo 11 mission. 

a. Mode I abort (wind data) - The mode I abort computation provides 

predicted mode I impact. points based on the current KSC wind profile. 

b. CSM structural analysis - CSM structural analysis computation 

determines the structural load that the CSM will encounter during the 

launch phase, based on the current KSC wind profile. 

ce. Lift-off REFSMMAT - The lift-off REFSMMAT computation given 

the onboard REFSMMAT used until the IMU is realined in orbit. 

d. Mass properties - Mass properties computations include the 

following. 

1. Weight-c.g. tables - used by the RTACF and RICC trajectory 

processors to compute pitch and yaw trim angles 

2. Entry aerodynamics - used in the RTACF and RTCC entry 

processors 

3. DAP load 

e. Constants update - The constants update represents computations 

required to update RTACF constants such as mass properties tables, 

aerodynamic tables, and thrust parameters.
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f. Translunar midcourse - The translunar midcourse processor computes 

a midcourse maneuver designed to return the spacecraft to the desired 

trajectory for either a LOI maneuver: or a free-return flyby. Certain 

RCS optimization computations are available only in the RTACF program. 

g. Transearth midcourse - The transearth midcourse processor 

computes a midcourse maneuver designed to. return the SC to the desired 

entry trajectory. 

h. Return to earth —- RTE computations provide time of an abort 
maneuver, AV, burn attitudes, time of entry interface, and time of 

landing for a specified recovery area. Additional data such as maximum g, 

velocity and flight-path angle at entry interface are also available. 

i. LOI - The LOI is the computation of the lunar orbit insertion 

maneuver. . 

j. ARRS - The ARRS is a generalized rendezvous program that consists 

of the following. 

1. General purpose maneuver processor computes impulsive 

maneuver at a point to achieve desired conditions 

2. Two-impulsive and terminal phase processor - computes two 

impulsive maneuvers by specifying point and final conditions 

3. Mission plan table processor ~- computes finite burn to achieve 

a given orbit 

4, Relative print routine - computes relative quantities 

between two vehicles 

5. Tracking routine - computes tracking station coverage 

during a given period of time 

6. CSM insertion rescue computation routine 

T. Ascent - computes LM powered ascent 

8. LPD - simulates LM powered descent 

9. Launch window - computes LM lift-off time 

k. Maneuver confirmation - Maneuver confirmation refers to the 
application of nonnominal components of AV (residuals) from a particular 

SC maneuver to the nominal maneuver target to determine the actual SC 

trajectory.
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1. Maneuver evaluation - The maneuver evaluation processor computes 
@ maneuver that is equivalent to a maneuver which has been performed. A 
preburn vector and a postburn vector are propagated to the impulsive 
maneuver time, At this point, the equivalent SC attitudes and external 
AV components are computed. 

m. Groundtracks - Groundtracks are time histories of latitude, 
longitude, altitude, and revolution number of the SC referenced either 
to the earth or to the moon. 

n. Generation of ephemeris tape - The ephemeris tape was used in 

conjunction with downlinked telemetry gimbal angles for SC antenna dnd 
thermal evaluations. 

o. Telescope look angles ~ Telescope look angle computation provides 

right ascension and declination of the SC for several observatories. 

This information was provided for the following sites. 

1. Denver Museum of Natural Science, Denver, Colorado 

2. Jodrell Bank Observatory, London, England 

3. Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, Building 16 

4. Leuschner Observatory, Berkeley, California 

p. Relative motion - This processor computes range, range rate, 

elevation and azimith betWeen two vehicles. 

q. Entry data for Track Controller - Entry data for the track 

controller involves the computation of the following data. 

1. Pointing date for the SM (used to track the SM during entry) 

2. Pointing data for the entry ship (used to determine the 

optimum location for the entry ship) 

3. Time and position of the entry fireball (used to photograph 

the entry fireball) 

r. Entry time histories - This subroutine computes a time history 

of significant entry events. 

s. Crew chart update - The crew chart update is the computation of 

attitudes and abort maneuver AV required immediately after TLI or LOI-1 

cutoff.
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t. Vector conversion 

u. Checkout monitor - The checkout monitor is a table that displays 

orbital parameters at a specified time. These parameters include a 

state vector in the mean Besselian coordinate system as well as spherical 

elements. 

v. Space digitals - This display provides trajectory data at h eo? 

EI, and other selected points. P 

w. Radar delay time - The delay time (slant range) is a computation 
of slant range from a selected site to the SC and delay time for a radio 

signal to travel from the site to the SC. 

x. Time to fire (deorbit time) 

1. .CLA/ARS - determination of deorbit burn or entry or both to 

hit a specified target 

2. Block data - a set of deorbit times and events sent to the 

crew for emergency use 

y- Apollo generalized optics program - The AGOP is used to compute 

the following data. 

1. Cislunar navigation (star/landmark and star/horizon sighting 

information) 

2. Reference body locations 

3. Passive thermal control attitude definition 

4, Pitch angle to lunar terminator or horizon (for LOI alinement 

check); this information was available only from the RTACF 

z. Earth-sun-moon look angles ~- Thé ESM is the computation of look 

angles from the SC to the earth, the moon, and the sun. The results 

were used for communication and thermal analysis during the Apollo 10 

mission, 

ea. LTP/ORION - These programs determine the accuracy and validity 

of the onboard navigation sightings and the MSFN tracking. 

bb. CSM SEENA - The LM and CSM SEENA programs compute electrical 

capability, energy drain, and energy remaining for any configuration. 

ec. LM and CSM MRS - The MRS programs compute a complete RCS 

propellant budget based on the current flight plan.
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dd. PVT - The PVT processor determines the amount of SM RCS 
propellant remaining and how much is usable. 

ee. Model data - These data, which include state vector, REFSMMAT, 
gimbal angles, and other trajectory data, are computed for each maneuver 
and are used to aline a spacecraft attitude model. : 

ff. Solar Particle Alert Network (SPAN) data reduction - SPAN data 
reduction is the reduction of data received from the Solar Partical Alert 
Network. The data are used to determine if. solar activity might endanger 
the safety of the crew. . 

ze 
gg. Radiation - The radiation computation is a time history of 

radiation dose and dose rate for a specified time period. 

hh. Postflight Analysis Office computations - PFAO computation of 
various trajectory parameters are used by PFAO to prepare data summaries 
for NASA Headquarters. 

ii. Radar tracking - Radar tracking is a computation of look angles 
from a ground site to the SC. These data were used primarily by the 
Public Affairs Officer for release to the general public. 

JJ. Attitude definition - Computation of spacecraft attitude for a 
specific maneuver or event. 

kk. FDO orbit digitals - The FDO orbit digitals provide orbital 
parameters based on current orbit or projected orbit. 

li. HOPE - HOPE provides state vector propagation and comparison 
to determine landing site offset. 

‘mm. PAO - The PAO computation consists of data for SC sighting, 
press releases, and news conferences. 

nn. Navigation update - This computation provides a state vector 
in the correct units to update the S-IVB, CSM, LGC, or AGS computers 

oo. Work schedule processor - The work schedule processor 

computations include the following. 

1. Radar ACQ and LOS data 

2. SC daylight/darkness data 

3. Moon rise/moon set data
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4. Orbital events 

5. Landmark sighting 

6. Star ACQ and LOS data 

7. Closest approach data 

8. Pointing data 

pp. DOI (DAMP) - This computation simulates the LM powered descent 

qq. PDAP - The PDAP program simulates powered descent aborts every 

20 seconds along the nominal LM descent trajectory. 

rr. Lifetime - The lifetime processor determines the orbital lifetime 
of a particular vehicle. 

ss. LOI GO/NO-GO computation is an evaluation, of the velocity 
component difference between the command module computer (CMC) and the 
instrument unit (IU) during TLI. This evaluation is used to determine 
whether the CMC is GO/NO-GO for LOI. 

In addition to controlling the RTACF operation, the section provided 

the technical point of contact to the North American Air Defense Command, 

generated the contingency deorbit data which was loaded onboard the 

spacecraft, provided verification of the RTCC abort program, time-to-fire 

program, and Lunar Surface Alinement Display, and provided all spacecraft 

optics computations for the flight crew simulator data packs. A complete 

return-to-earth capability was developed and tested at Bellcomm in 

Washington, D. C., in support of the Emergency Mission Control Center. 

This capability could have been used by the flight control team in the 

event of any loss of the Houston Mission Control Center.
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APOLLO LUNAR ORBIT NAVIGATION ACCURACIES 

The following is a short review of lunar orbit navigation accuracies 

associated with the location of the lunar module (LM) at the beginning 
of the powered descent. 

Pre-Apollo 8 

Langley lunar orbiter 3 (LLO3) data processing pricr to Apollo 8 led 

to the selection of a triaxial model of the moon's gravitational field. 

The plan for Apollo 8 was to compute the orbit from MSFN tracking data 

(Doppler) obtained from several sites during a single pass of the space- 
craft across the front of the moon. 

The expected accuracy for altitude and down-track and cross-track 

positions for Apollo 8 based on LLO3 experience is given in table I, line 1. 

The accuracies are given for two revolutions of prediction because during 

Apollo 11 it was necessary for the last tracking data used to be two 

revolutions prior to landing. 

Apollo 8 

The accuracy experienced during Apollo 8 was approximately the same 

as predicted for radius and cross-track position. However, larger than 

expected errors occurred when down-track position was predicted with one 
pass fits (table I, line 2). 

Pre-Apollo 10 

Much was learned from Apollo 8 navigation experience both during and 

after the flight. The same prediction errors occurred when any pass was 

fit and used to predict a fixed time forward. The repeatability of the 
errors eventually led to a number of significant changes in navigation 

procedures for Apollo 10. These changes included the use of the R2 poten- 

tial model, the procedure to fit two passes of tracking data instead of 

just one, and the development of empirical procedures for descent targeting. 

The R2 model reduced eccentricity prediction errors by two thirds. This 

change resulted in better radius prediction accuracy which was critical 

for lunar landing. The better eccentricity prediction decreased the local
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error in two-pass fits to acceptable levels. The two-pass fits, in turn, 
eliminated the orbital period error which drastically decreased errors in 
predictions of down-track positions. The accuracy which was expected for 
Apollo 10 is given in table I, line 3. 

Apollo 10 

The R2 model predicted eccentricity,-perilune, and apolune as expect- 
ed. The two-pass fit technique reduced down-track position errors as 
expected. Orbital plane motion was different than predicted with either 
the Re or triaxial moon models. Instead of remaining nearly inertially 
fixed with the moon rotating one deg/per rev under the orbit, the orbital 
plane swung around with the moon. This effect was not experienced in 
any of the previous orbital flights around the moon because they were 
inclined to the moon's equator by 12° or more. Apollo 10 was nearly 
equatorial, which enabled the moon's gravitational field to move the 
orbital plane differently. As a result of the unexpected plane motion, 
the actual groundtrack shifted south of the desired site by approximately 
dn. mi. by the time the spacecraft was ready to simulate the elliptical 
descent orbit. This miss distance was detected in real time through the 
use of one~pass fits for plane determination as planned premission. Two- 
pass fits were used only to determine inplane elements because they were 
less accurate than one-pass fits for plane determination. 

In addition to the orbital plane motion errors, there was an unex- 
pected 18 000-foot down-track position error at closest approach on the 
descent orbit. This error was believed to be caused by translational 
forces exerted by the spacecraft during the last few revolutions prior 
to descent orbit insertion. Investigations of uncoupled attitude maneuvers 
showed that these small translations were of the right magnitude but did 
not fully account for the total error. In any event, it was not possible 
to remove any of the numerous suspected sources in the short time prior 
to Apollo 11. 

Accuracies achieved on Apollo 10 and expected on Apollo 11 during 
intervals of no unmodeled translational forces are presented in table I, 
lines 4 and 5, respectively. 

Apollo 11 

The procedures used during Apollo 11 were nearly the same as for 
Apollo 10 because the orbits were the same. One-pass fits were used to 
determine orbital plane and two-pass fits were used to determine inplane 
elements. For the rev 14 descent, the LM used a position and velocity 
vector based on fitting passes 11 and 12 MSFN Doppler data for inplane 
elements and on pass 12 data for plane determination.
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For Apollo.11, the determination of orbital plane at the time of 

tracking (no prediction). was less accurate than for Apollo 10. The one- 

pass fits resulted in five times more random variation in cross-track 
position (2000 ft for Apollo 10 to 10 000 ft for Apollo 11), and all the 
-solutions were biased by about 10 000 feet at the longitude of landing 

site 2, These errors were determined in real time through the use of 

excellent landing site tracking with the CM optics as planned and did 
not contribute directly to landing inaccuracies. The LM landed 4500 feet 

south of the desired landing point becausé of an inaccurate empirical 

determination of cross-track position prediction errors which resulted 

from the noisy plane determinations. Improved procedures should reduce 

this error for Apollo 12. The 22 300-foot down-track position error at 
powered descent initiation (PDI) was larger than expected (table II). 
This error most probably resulted from unmodeled translational forces 

which occurred during the last few revs before landing. Actual accuracies 

anes during Apollo 11 without unmodeled forces are given in table I, 
line 6.
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TABLE I.- ONE-SIGMA ACCURACY WHEN PREDICTING FORWARD TWO REVOLUTIONS 

{In absence of spacecraft translational force] 

  

    

        

Down-track. Cross-track 
Altitude above distance distance 

moon, relative to relative to 

ft. landing site, landing site, 
, ft ft 

Expected on Apollo 8 2h00 8 500 1100 

Achieved on Apollo 8 3000 30 000 1100 

Expected on Apollo 10 1100 6 000 1100 

Achieved on Apollo 10 360 3 500 4ooo 

Expected on Apollo 11 680 3 500 1100 

Achieved on Apollo 11 360 1 300 4000 

TABLE IIT.- APOLLO -11 ACCURACY OF LM KNOWLEDGE OF ITS POSITION 

AT PDI RELATIVE TO THE LANDING SITE 

Altitude, ft 

Down-track distance, ft... 

Cross-track distance, ft .. 

460 

22 300 

4 600 
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R2 MOON MODEL 
FRONT VIEW 

N ——— MEAN 
“LUNAR 
RADIUS 

M METER 

          
R2 model 

C20» -2,07108 x 194 
30+ 0.21x1074 
C22 = 0, 20716 x 10° 
€31*0,34x104 
C20 and C22 are based on astronomical 
observations, €30 and C31 are based 
primarily on Lunar Orbitor 3 (70 by 170 
A. mi.) mean orbit element rates over 
a 40-day period. 

R2 MOON Tor VIEW — — — MEAN LUNAR 

MODEL M METER
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a REVOLUTION 12 | REVOLUTION 13 PDI 
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Longitude error is explained on 
next figure.
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POSSIBLE REASONS FOR APOLLO 11 

DOWN-TRACK LANDING SITE MISS 

@ UNCOUPLED ATTITUDE MANEUVERS 

@ UNDOCKING 
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@RCS TEST FIRINGS 
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APOLLO 11 TWO-REVOLUTION 
LONGITUDE PROPAGATION ERROR 
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APOLLO 11 
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APOLLO 11 
POWERED FLIGHT MSFN PROCESSOR 
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THE LUNAR MISSION ANALYSIS BRANCH 

In 1961, the Lunar Trajectory Section of the Mission Analysis Branch, 
which has become the Lunar Mission Analysis Branch, started to develop 
the computer programs and trajectory analysis techniques required to 
conduct .a lunar landing mission. Since that time, many thousands of 
manhours have contributed to the successful completion of a manned lunar 
landing mission. The major contributions of the Lunar Mission Analysis 
Branch to the conduct of Apollo 11 were as follows: conducted preflight 
targeting scans; determined the launch window; supplied the Marshall 
Space Flight Center with the S-IVB targeting to obtain the proper 
transluner trajectory; established the midcourse correction, lunar orbit 
insertion,*and transearth injection procedures and real-time targeting 
logic; and managed the formulation, implementation, and verification of 
the RTCC programs required to support the manned lunar landing mission. 
A brief sketch of lunar mission design criteria from determination of 
the launch windows through final implementation of the RTCC processors 
is presented in the following discussion and figures. 

FREE-RETURN TRAJECTORIES 

In figure 1, the initial trajectory of the spacecraft is shown 
placed well ahead of the moon at time of launch. Nominally, the velocity 
of the vehicle at translunar injection will be free return which means 
that, as the vehicle passes behind the moon, the lunar gravitation will 
deflect the trajectory back toward the earth into a safe entry corridor. 

If the velocity at translunar injection is slightly below that 
required for a free-return trajectory, the moon will deflect the 
trajectory too much and, without a midcourse correction, the vehicle 
would return to a perigee altitude well above the atmosphere and thus 
there would be no entry. This situation is illustrated by the slow 
trajectory in figure 1.
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Figure 1- Geometry of a free-return trajectory. 

If the velocity at translunar injection is greater than the velocity 
required for a free-return trajectory, the spacecraft would not be 
deflected enough by the moon and would approach the earth from the 
opposite side, similar to the fast trajectory shown in figure 1. The 
precision at translunar injection required to accomplish the return to 
earth within the 20-mile limit required for safe capture is staggering. 
Because this precision far exceeds what can be expected from the launch 
vehicle, a number of small midcourse maneuvers are planned to correct 
the errors. 

If the velocity at translunar injection were very much slower than 
the velocity required for a free-return trajectory, the spacecraft would 
pass around the trailing edge of the moon as opposed to the leading edge 
as illustrated by the third stage (S-IVB) trajectory in figure 2. In- 
ertially, the S-IVB stage is slower than the CSM and, therefore, arrives 
at the moon later; thus, the moon has had time to get ahead of the approach 
path. Instead of being deflected back toward the earth as is the space- 
craft trajectory, the trajectory of the S-IVB is deflected away from the
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earth in the direction of the moon's motion. This deflection will 

accelerate the S-IVB to an escape trajectory with respect to the earth 
and will place it in a solar orbit. The process of slowing the S-IVB 
after spacecraft separation is accomplished by venting the residual 
propellant out of the fuel tanks and is called an S-IVB blow-down. 
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LAUNCH WINDOW CONSIDERATIONS 

There are a number of considerations which determine the unique time 

period called the launch window from which the lunar mission is flown. 

These considerations are as follows. 

a. Daylight launch from Kennedy Space Center 

b. Launch azimuth (direction) from Kennedy Space Center restricted 
from 72° to 108°. from north 

ce. Translunar injection to occur over the Pacific Ocean (as opposed 
to the Atlantic Ocean) 

d. Low sun elevation angles at the lunar landing site 

e. Goldstone, California radar coverage of the lunar landing phase 

f. Daylight earth landing in the prime recovery area 

The time of lunar landing is almost uniquely determined by the 

location of the lunar landing site and by the acceptable sun elevation- 

angle range. Low sun elevation angles from 5° to 14° are required to 
create visible shadows of the craters touaid the crew in viewing the 

lunar terrain (fig. 3). 

NORTH 
POLE 

LANDING CAN OCCUR 1-5 DEG SUN ELEVATION 
BETWEEN THE 5 DEG AND 
13 DEG SUN ELEVATION 
REGIONS 

   

    

13 DEG SUN ELEVATION 

EQUATOR 

SUNRISE TERMINATOR 
ZERO DEG 
SUN ELEVATION 

Figure 3. Sun elevation angle for lunar landing.
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This lighting is equivalent to an early morning sunrise at the landing 

site. Because lunar sunlight incidence changes 0.5° per hour (as 

opposed to 15° per hour on the earth), the above elevation angle 

restriction establishes a 16-hour period which recurs approximately 

every 29.5 days, when the landing should be attempted. A backwards 

calculation cf the total amount of time required for launch from earth, 

for flight to the moon, and for preparation for landing will establish 
the earth day of launch. 

Because there are several candidate landing sites, there are several 

days of launch opportunity available. The most easterly landing site, 

where the proper lighting conditions will occur first, is assigned to 

the first opportunity. If, for some reason, the mission is not flown 

at this opportunity, a site further west will be selected for a later 

day. With the five candidate lunar landing sites illustrated in 

figure 4, ang8-day period of launch opportunity is established. An 

opportunity does not occur every day, but within the 8-day period, five 

launch opportunities will occur, one for each candidate landing site. 

When the landing site and appropriate day of launch have been 

selected, it is necessary to determine the time of launch. The two major 

considerations involved are the acceptable launch azimuth (direction) 

range from the Kennedy Space Center and the location of the moon at 

spacecraft arrival. The geometry of the launch window as seen by an 

observer in space is presented in figure 5. The north pole, the equator, 

and the Kennedy Space Center latitude are included in the drawing. 

Because the earth rotates about the north pole one revolution each day 

(15° per hour), the launch site would rotate in the minor circle (labled 
KSC latitude) at the same rate. Also illustrated on the figure is the 

orbital plane of the moon about the earth, the expected location of the 

moon at spacecraft arrival, and the lunar antipode (the opposite direction 

of the moon). As viewed from inertial space, the moon moves relatively 

slowly about the earth (one revolution every 27.32 days or approximately 

0.5° per hour). It is necessary for the spacecraft to be launched into 

an orbital plane that contains the position of the moon and its antipode 

at spacecraft arrival. Because the direction of launch is restrictea®* 

from 72° to 108° east of north, launch can occur only when the direction 

of launch is within the required range to intercept the moon. The 72° 

launch azimuth is always the first opportunity; and as the launch site 

rotates to the east, the launch direction moves from northeast to east 

and to southeast until the 108° launch azimuth restriction is encountered 

The 36° band of launch azimuth allows approximately a h-hour, 30-minute 
period of launch opportunity. This period is called the daily launch 

window. 

Bay sts . . . 
This restriction is made primarily for crew safety and spacecraft 

to ground communication reasons.
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also indicated in this figure. With a far eastern lunar landing site, 
earth landing occurs in the early morning before sunrise (this was the 
case with the Apollo 8 mission); while for a near central site, earth 
landing occurs in the morning. Finally, for lunar landing sites to the 
west, afternoon earth landings can be expected. 

FAR EAST LUNAR LANDING SITE 

   

  

MOON'S POSITION AT 
TRANSEARTH INJECTION 

  

     

   

   

MOON'S 
ANTIPODE 

EARTH 
LANDING : ~ “LUNAR 

. LANDING SITE 

NEAR CENTRAL LUNAR LANDING SITE 

TRANSEARTH 
TRAJECTORY 

LUNAR 
LANDING SITE 

‘ MOON'S 
ANTIPODE 

EARTH 
LANDING 

Figure 6. Daylight at earth landing,
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SPECIFIC APOLLO 11 LAUNCH WINDOW DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The primary nission design ground rules which dictated the Apollo 11 

launch window are shown in figure 7. Note that for the monthly window 

considerations, even though the five landing sites shown in figure } 

were available to provide four different launch days, the Apollo 11 

requirement was for only 3 launch days or.three landing sites per month 

chosen from the five available sites. Site 1 was eliminated from 

consideration because of undesirable terrain and the resultant night 

landing upon earth return. This latter decision was actually made prior 

to Apollo 11 so that the Apollo 10 mission would be compatible with 

Apollo 11. 

Sites 2 and 3 were retained but an either/or option remained for 

sites 4 and 5 to be decided by launch window trajectory scans. These 

scans showed site 5 to be superior to site 4 from an SPS performance. 

standpoint; therefore, site 4 was eliminated and site 5 retained. Thus, 

the final three sites selected for the Apollo 11 launch window were 

Apollo sites 2, 3, and 5. 

The preferred lighting at lunar landing for Apollo 11 was low 5° 

to 14°, as mentioned in the general considerations. This requirement 

resulted in an allowable lunar arrival time period of ~18 hours during 

the month for each of the three sites. 

The fourth Apollo 11 design guideline listed in figure 7 was to 
constrain the translunar trajectory such that if the SPS were to fail for 

LOI ignition, the trajectory could be corrected to an earth return with 

a backup propulsion system either the 5M RCS or the LM DPS. The preferred 

type of trajectory to satisfy this constraint was the free-return as 

shown in figure 8. This trajectory is so near a safe return to earth 

that’ it is easily correctable with only the SM RCS. 

However, if it were necessary to satisfy the other guidelines, a 

hybrid profile could have been used as shown in figure 9. This type of 

profile consists of translunar injection onto a high-altitude perilune 

free-return trajectory followed by a midcourse correction onto a 

nonfree-return trajectory with a 60-n. mi. perilune altitude. The 

nonfree-return trajectory for Apollo 11 was constrained such that it 

could be corrected to a safe earth return with the LM DPS if the SPS 

failed at LOI ignition. 

The daylight earth landing guideline was satisfied by deletion of 

far eastern sites as possible lunar landing sites, as mentioned earlier. 

Noe
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Figure 7.- Apollo 11 launch window operational guidelines. 
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The guidelines used to establish the daily launch window are also 

listed in figure 7. The available launch azimuth spread was limited to 

106° for Apollo 11 because of constraints on range safety from pad 39A. 

The requests for a Pacific injection and a daylight launch coin- 

cided and were compatible for the Apollo 11 launch months and, therefore, 
presented no problem. 

A new guideline that resulted from the Apollo 19 communications 

problems during the LM low-altitude pass was that the Goldstone 210-~foot 
antenna should track during the lunar landing maneuver (PDI to landing). 
This 210-foot dish was to provide communications backup if a loss of 

high-gain occurred. This new Goldstone requirement which was added late, 

was found to be incompatible with the originally defined launch window. 

The launch window and trajectory changes caused by this late requirement 

are discussed in the following section. 

RESULTANT APOLLO 11 LAUNCH WINDOW 

In the following table are shown the significant data for the 

originally defined Apollo 11 launch window for the 3-month period from 

July through September 1969. Note that the free-return profile could 

only be used for the first two launch days in July; all other launch 

days were required to use the hybrid profile to satisfy the lunar 

lighting requirement. The corresponding TLI ignition loci for the July 

launch window are shown in figure 10. 

As mentioned in the previous section, this launch window was not 

compatible with the new Goldstone 210-foot dish requirement. Data in 

figure 11 summarize this incompatibility and the changes to the launch 
window which remedied the situation. For the first launch day in July 
(July 16), the only change required was to add one additional rev in 
lunar orbit between LOI and DOI. However, for the other two launch 
days, a combination. of a daily launch window slip coupled with a 
nonoptimum midcourse maneuver to slow down the trajectory was required 
besides the one additional rev. The change in the lunar lighting caused 
by these launch window changes is shown in figure 12. A bar chart is 
presented in figure 13 to show the altered launch window for July. 

In figure 14, a schmatic is presented of the nominalsApollo 11. 
mission; that is, the mission which would be flown if lift-off occurred 
at the beginning of the launch window on July 16, with a 72° launch 
azimuth at the first injection opportunity. As it turned out, the 
nominal mission was the one that was flown; that is, lift-off was on 
time.
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APOLLO 11 LAUNCH WINDOW CONFIGURATION™ 

Relative launch day 

Date Parameter 1 3 4 5 6 7 

Launch date 16 18 21 
Daily launch time, e.d.t (72°=108°) 9:32-13:54 9:38-14:02 10:09-14:39 Site/profile 2/fr 3/fr 5/hyb Lunar ltg, deg (72°-1 to 108-2) 9.9~12.6 8.3-11.0 6.3-9.0 July Lunar approach azimuth, deg -91.0 -89.0 -86.0 16-21 j Lunar orbit inclination, deg 1.2 1.1 4h 
Total mission time, day:hr 8:3 8:5 8:8 
Nominal SPS AV reserves, fps (72°-1) 1700 1550 1750 
Contingency SPS AV reserves, fps (72°-1) 1000 950 1100 

Launch date 14 16 20 Daily launch time, e.d.t (72°-108°) - -%:51-12:15 8:0h-12:31 10:05-14:47 Site/profile 2/hyb 3/hyb 5/hyb Lunar 1ltg, deg (72°-1 to 108°-2) 6.2-8.9 6.2-8.9 9.0-12.0 
Aug Lunar approach azimuth, deg -91.0 ~-89.0 086.0 14-20 | Lunar orbit inclination, deg 1.2 1.1 ay 

‘Total mission time, day:hr 8:5 8:7 8:8 Nominal SPS AV reserves, fps (72°-1) 1600 1750 1300 
Contingency SPS AV reserves, fps (72°~1) 1300 1350 500 

Launch date 13 15 18 - Daily launch time, e.d.t (72°-108°) 6:17-10:45 7:04-11:39 11:31-16:14 
Site/profile 2/hyb 3/hyb 5/hyb Lunar ltg, deg (72°-1 to 108°~2) 6.8-9.6 6.3-9.2 6.8-9.7 

Sept Lunar approach azimuth, deg -91.0 -89.0 -78.0 
13-18 | Lunar orbit inclination, deg 1.2 1.1 12.1 

Total mission time, day:hr 8:7 8:8 8:6 
Nominal SPS AV reserves, fps (72°~1) _{| 1600 1500 1050 
Contingency SPS AV reserves, fps (72°-1) 900 800 500                     

“Data shown are approximate.
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REAL-TIME TARGETING 

General functional flow charts of the RICC lunar mission targeting 

processors developed by LMAB personnel are shown in figures 15, 16, and 
LT. 

The translunar midcourse, the lunar orbit insertion, and the return 

to earth targeting processors are given in the three figures. A summary 

of the actual real-time targeting and the results for Apollo 11 are also 

included. Because translunar injection was targeted jointly with MSFC, 

a discussion of that manuver is also presented.
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Figure 16,- RTCC lunar orbit insertion processor,
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TRANSLUNAR COAST 

Translunar Injection 

Although postflight analysis of TLI is primarily the responsibility 

of MSFC, some of the data generated from the SC best estimate of | 

trajectory (BET) should be noted. Perilune altitude after TLI was 

896.3 n. mi., based on the SC BET. This value compares with the perilune 
altitude of 718.9 n. mi. based on the nominal operational trajectory. 

This miss in the nominal perilune altitude is representative of 

approximately 1.6 fps accuracy in the maneuver, based on the sensitivities 

in the given reference. 

Free-return conditions after TLI indicated a definite capture of 

the spacecraft with a flight-path angle at the entry interface of 

-64.06°. : 

Shortly after TLI, MCC-1 was computed with the LV IU vector and 

assuming a nominal evasive maneuver. At TLI plus 9 hours, the midcourse 

AV was 20.1 fps as compared to a préflight nominal value of 0.0 fps. 

SC Ejection and Evasive Maneuver 

The effect of SC ejection was fairly small; perilune altitude was 

changed from 896.3 n. mi. to 827.2 n. mi. If a nominal evasive maneuver 
had been performed on the postejection trajectory, resultant perilune 

altitude would have been 167.7 n. mi. The BET indicates that the 

postevasive trajectory actually yielded a perilune altitude of 180.8 n. mi. 

This value represents an error of approximately 0.24 fps in the most 
critical direction during the evasive maneuver. 

The effective error in the evasive maneuver compensates for a portion 

of the error in TLI so that the predicted MCC-1 AV was reduced from the 

pre-evasive estimate. After the evasive maneuver, the required MCC-1 

AV at TLI plus 9 hours was 17.1 fps which increased to only 21.2 fps at 

Mcc-2 (TLI plus 24 hr). Because of the small cost in delaying the mid- 
course, it was decided to perform the maneuver at TLI plus 24 hours. 

Midcourse Correction 

The only necessary translunar midcourse correction was executed 

approximately 24 hours after TLI. The BET indicates a perilune altitude 

of 61.5 n. mi. after maneuver.
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Two midcourse AV's were computed at MCC-2 cutoff time for this 

analysis to estimate the accuracy of the maneuver. The required AV for 

the best adaptive path (BAP) targeted midcourse was 0.48 fps. However, 

to correct only the altitude error at perilune would have required 

0.08 fps. , 

Also, note that the free-return conditions after the maneuver indicate 

a flight-path angle at entry of -10.25°. It would have taken a very 

small AV (<1 fps) anywhere along translunar coast to return this to the 
center of the corridor. 

Other Midcourses 

Two other opportunities existed for midcourse corrections on 

translunar coast: a possible MCC-3 at LOI minus 22 hours and a possible 

Mcc-4 at LOI minus 5 hours. Neither maneuver was performed for the 

following reasons. The predicted midcourse AV for an S, Y, 2, T 

targeted MCC-3 was computed to be 1.14 fps. If MCC-3 were not performed, 

a midcourse AV of only 5.83 fps (X, Y, Z, T targets) would be required 
at the last possible midcourse time, LOI minus 5 hours. Also, if only 

perilune altitude was desired to be controlled at the last midcourse 

point (MCC-4), only a 0.4-fps maneuver would have been needed. On the 
basis of this rather low AV for MCC-4 and the fact that LOI-1 targeting 

could easily control the error in perilune altitude, it was decided to 

scrub MCC-3 and MCC-h. 

The BET indicates a perilune altitude of 60.5 n. mi. at 5 hours 

prior to LOI-~1. 

Lunar Orbit Insertion 

LOI targeting remains fairly constant for the two state vectors 

considered from the BET; the states are at MCC-2 cutoff and at planned 

MCC-3 (LOI minus 22 hr). The final RICC display also yielded very 

nearly the same targeting resutls as the BET did. Total AV planned for 

LOI-1 was approximately 2905 fps from the RTCC and 2906 fps from the 

BET., Altitude at the node was 63.1 n. mi. from the BET as opposed to 

62 (-0.5) n. mi. generated in real time, The effect of the mismatch is 
a 2.5° rotation in the line of apsides of the target ellipse ( 12° real 
time compared to 14.5° from the BET). 

Because of the observed lunar orbit perturbations in Apollo 10 

which resubted in an error in passing over the desired lunar landing 

site, it was decided on Apollo 11 to bias the desired landing site by A¢ 

‘and A¥ to minimize the error that results from these perturbations.
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Targeting LOI-1 from GWMX 365 gave a Ad and AY from the biased landing 

site of 0.0033° and 0.0061°, respectively. These values relate to an 
out-of-plane angle (855) from the desired LLS of 0.38°. An update to 

ACNX 374 (frozen LOI-1) gave Sop = 0.41°. An update to ANGX 389 and 

confirmation of the maneuver gave a Sop of 0.52°, With ANGX 389, Ad 

at the LLS (from biased value) was 0.1419° and AY was 0.0178°. 

The perilune altitude of the lunar parking orbit was determined real 

time (final value 61.0 n. mi.) to insure intersection of the desired 
LOI-2 lunar parking orbit with 30 dispersions and to minimize the AV 

required for LOI-2. If the BET vector had been used to target LOI-1, 

a 6l.4—n. mi. h LPO would have been recommended instead of the 61.0-n. mi. 

bLEPO used. This technique would have prevented an increase in the 

LOI-2 AV needed. 

The ability to perform a DPS return-to-earth maneuver from the 

initial LPO was verified. The DPS AV capability was computed to be 

120 fps more than was actually needed. The SPS AV remaining after 

TEI was computed to be slightly greater than 1700 fps. Pitch drift 

monitoring studies made during translunar coast prior to LOI-1 showed 

that the minimum perilune altitude constraint would not be violated for 
LOI-1. 

The LOI-1 cutoff state from the BET indicates a near nominal LOI-1 

maneuver. The resultant LPO from the burn was 60.0 by 169.7 n. mi. 
Inclination and node of the resultant orbital plane were very close to 
nominal. 

TRANSEARTH COAST 

Transearth Injection Burn (Targeting) 

Targeting for the TEI burn was essentially optimum. Ignition time 

in the RTCC was 15.79 seconds later than the fuel optimum tig based upon 

the BET; the RTCC planned AV was 3281 fps as compared to 3280 fps for 
the BET. The TEI solution based upon the BET vector and computed at the 

RTCC planned ignition time compares quite favorably to the RTCC solution. 

The AV's for the maneuver match to within 0.3 fps, and the landing - 

points of the two are within 1.2 n. mi. of each other.
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The TEI maneuver was not performed as well as the corresponding 

maneuver on Apollo 10. The BET TEI cutoff vector when propagated to 

earth by use of the RTCC programs and displays yields no entry interface. 

Perigee altitude for this vector is 69.4 n. mi. whereas the nominal 
perigee altitude for this transearth coast is 20.4 n. mi. The perigee 

altitude predicted in the RTCC from the confirmed TEI maneuver (GDSX 657) 
was 33.2 n. mi. (yEI = -5.51). The 10-hour (approximate) tracking vector 
(MADX 684) predicted a perigee altitude of 66.2 n. mi. Projection of 
MCC-5 back to TEI yields a AV error of approximately 2 fps in the TEI 
maneuver. 

Mideourse Correction 5 

At MCC~5 time, approximately TEI plus 15 hours, the predicted 

perigee altitude was 66.0 n.smi. (ANGX 690). The midcourse correction 
maneuver based upon this vector required a AV of 4.8 fps.. The BET 

vector predicted a midcourse of 5.1 fps. Thus, MCC-5 was executed. The 

confirmed MCC-5 (based upon ANGX 965) resulted in a AV of 4.7 fps and a 
predicted y,, of -6.46°. The BET MCC-5 cutoff vector predicted a Yer 

of -6.46°. 

An indication of the accuracy of MCC-5 is the MCC-5 solution based 
upon the BET MCC+5 cutoff vector. The AV for this MCC-5 evaluation 

maneuver was 0.06 fps. ~ 

Midcourse Correction 6 

The predicted Vez at approximately EI minus 23 hours, MCC~6 time, 

was -6.74° for the BET vector. The RTCC was predicting a Yer oF -6.48° 

(RIDX 769). The corresponding AV's were 0.53 fps and 0.05 fps, 
respectively. This midcourse was not executed. 

Midcourse Correction 7 

At EI minus 3 hours, the BET predicted Yer to equal -6.55° whereas 

the RTCC (GWMX 845) predicted -6.49°. The BET MCC-7 cost was 0.42 fps, 
while-the RTICC cost was 0.1 fps. This mideourse also was not executed.
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THE ORBITAL MISSION ANALYSIS BRANCH 

Development of the nominal rendezvous for the lunar landing began 

early in 1963 with the direct ascent technique. The entire development 

included ten phases:. the first five phases took about a year each to 

develop; the last five were developed within the year preceding the 

Apollo 11 mission. The advantages and problems realized at the time 

of the development of each phase are presented below. 

Phase 1 - Direct Ascent 

The basic characteristics of the direct ascent phase are as follows. 

a. Variable powered ascent; the objective is to insert on 

intercept trajectory : : 

pb. Variable transfer angle (insertion-to-intercept) depending 

on lift-off time within launch window of approximately 5 minutes duration. 

ec. Variable-time midcourses (plane change included) 

  

The problems that were realized during the development of this phase 

of the mission are as follows. 

a. Variable final approach angle; involved extremely complex 

erew monitoring and backup techniques 

b. Practically no ground support for rendezvous
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Phase 2 - Standard Insertion Parking Orbit with Standard 

Direct Intercept at Variable Time 

There are two basic characteristics of phase 2. 

a. Standard powered ascent into 50 000-foot circular parking orbit 

b. Standard direct intercept (approximately 160° terminal phase 
transfer) initiated at variable time (when required phase angle occurred) 

as function of lift-off time within launch window 

Several new advantages became evident during development. 

a. Standard final approach angle 

b. Plane change prior to terminal phase at common node 

c. Increased ground support capability 

The problems realized during the development include the following. 

a. Variable TPI time and, therefore, nonstandard lighting for 

terminal phase 

b. Braking maneuvers marginal for RCS, which should be used for 

braking to avoid loss of visual contact
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Phase 3 — Direct Coelliptic Sequence 

The basic characteristics of the direct coelliptic sequences 
are as follows. 

a. Variable insertion velocity as function of lift-off time 

within launch window 

b. Coelliptic maneuver at variable-height apolune after insertion; 

therefore, variable coelliptic Ah 

ec. TPI theoretically at fixed time regardless of lift-off time 

within launch window (150° terminal phase transfer) 

‘Two new advantages became evident. 

a. Fixed TPI time, theoretically 

b. Braking maneuvers always within what was then considered 
RCS capability 

  

Two problems were realized during the development. 

a. Variable powered ascent involved complex monitoring techniques 

before and after insertion 

b. If powered ascent dispersions occur, large slips in TPI time 

are required to retain standard TPI conditions
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Phase 4 - Original CSI-CDH Coelliptic Sequence 

: There are five basic characteristics of the original CSI-CDH 
coelliptic sequence. : 

a. Standard insertion orbit (30 by 10 nimi.) 

b. Horizontal CSI at 30 minutes after insertion 

ec. CDH at resultant apolune (as function of launch window) 

after CSI 

d. PI approximately over landing site 

e. Terminal phase transfer angle of 140° 

Three new advantages became evident. 

a. Standard conditions around insertion 

b. Better control of TPI time (less sensitive to insertion 

dispersions) because of phasing maneuver (CSI) 

ce. Optimum AV usage (horizontal CDH) because of CDH at apolune 
(assuming circular CSM orbit) 

  

Two new problems were realized, 

a. Lack of optimum terminal phase lighting 

b. Lack of most desirable terminal phase transfer angle for 

line-of-sight control
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Phase 5 - Same Coelliptic Sequence as for Phase 4, 

but with Optimized Terminal Phase 

The basic characteristics of phase 5 are the same as for phase 4 

except for the following. 

a. TPI at 20 minutes prior to darkness 

b. Terminal phase transfer angle of 130° 

The new advantages discovered during development of this phase are 

as follows. 

a. Optimum terminal phase lighting 

b. Optimum braking line-of-sight control 

The problems that were realized are the following. 

a. Slim LM RCS margin for larger coelliptic Ah's 

b. Relative ranges after insertion greater than RR spec limit 

for lift-offs later than approximately 1 minute after ontime lift-off 

Phase 6 - Same Coelliptic Sequence as for Phase 5, 
but with CSM in 60-n. mi. Circular Orbit 

The basic characteristics for phase 6 are the same as for 

phase 5 except for the following. 

a. No nominal LM launch window; the philosophy was adopted that 

LM lift-off most probably would not occur more than a few seconds later 

than nominally planned : 

b. Shorter At's between CSI and CDH and between CDH and TPI 

Several new advantages were noted. 

a. Larger LM RCS margin because of lower CSM orbit and smaller 

coelliptic Ah's 

b. Relative ranges well within RR spec limit for nearly nominal 

lift-off 

ec. Nearly standard maneuver timeline for nearly nominal cases 
(because of no nominal launch window)
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Two new problems were realized during development of phase 6. 

a. Insertion-to-CSI At too short for needed platform alinements 
and required VHF /sextant tracking 

b. Need for plane change capability somewhere between insertion 
and TPI to avoid possible large out-of-plane maneuvers during terminal 
phase . 

‘Phase 7 - Extended CSI-CDH Coelliptic Sequence 

Basic characteristics of the extended CSI-CDH coelliptic sequence 
are as follows. 

a. Insertion-to-CSI At = 50 minutes 

b. Resultant CSI-to-CDH At = 50 minutes 

ce. Separate plane change maneuver scheduled at 90° prior to CDH, 
with plane change to be completed at CDH 

ad. TPI necessarily moved to midpoint of darkness because of 
pre-CDH timeline; not optimum lighting, but second choice 

The following advantages were discovered during development. 

a. More accurate CSI because of alinement, and more tracking 
prior to CSI 

b. Nearly coplanar terminal phase because of pre-TPI plane change 
capability 

‘ec. Maneuver timeline not so rushed 

Problems realized during development are as follows. 

a. Certain dispersions caused sharp decrease in CSI-to-CDH 
At if CDH occurred at first apsis after CSI 

b. Plane change completion at CDH could cause mainly out-of-plane 
AV vector
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Phase 8 - CSI-CDH Coelliptic Sequence with 

Controlled CSI-to-CDH At 

Several basic characteristics were determined for phase 8. 

a. CSI at apolune after insertion (At = 55 min) to avoid large 
radial component at CDH 

>. CDH always half period (essentially 180°) after CSI 

c. CDH nearly horizontal burn unless radial dispersion occurs at 

insertion 

d. Plane change beginning at CSI 

e. TPI at midpoint of darkness 

New advantages of phase 8 are as follows. 

a. CSI-to-CDH timeline nearly fixed; 

b. More favorable plane change procedure 

  

It was realized during development that the relative range was too large 

at the beginning of the VHF tracking period between insertion and CSI. 

Phase 9 — Same Coelliptic Sequence as for Phase 8, 

Except with Insertion Orbit 45 by 10 n. mi. 

The basic characteristics of phase 9 are the same as for phase 8, 

with the following exceptions. 

a. Standard insertion orbit of 45 by 10 n. mi. 

b. Nominally, CSI at desired coelliptic Ah of 15 n. mi.
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c. Nominally, CDH near-zero AV 

d. TPI at midpoint of darkness, approximately 33 minutes after 
CDH 

One new advantage was discovered during development of this phase: 

the relative range was within VHF spec limit (approximately 200 n. mi. ) 

at the beginning of the pre-CSI tracking period. 

Only one new problem was realized. The CDH-to-TPI At (with a possible 

slip in TPL) was too short for the required crew activities. 

Phase 10 - Apollo 11 CSI-CDH Coelliptic Sequence 

(with radial component at insertion) 

The basic characteristics of phase 10 are as follows. 

a. Radial component (30 fps up) at insertion (10 n. mi.), insertion 
orbit of 45 by 9 n, mi. 

b>. CSI at apolune after insertion (At = 51 min) 

ec. CDH one-half period after CSI 

d. PI at midpoint of darkness, approximately 37 minutes after 

CDH 

An increased CDH-to-TPI At was the only advantage discovered during 

the development of this phase. 

  

—~_——— 

There are still several unsolved problems. 

a. Terminal phase lighting not most favorable 

b. Radial components at CDH if certain dispersions occur 

c. Slim APS powered ascent margin 

d. Longer than desirable insertion-to-rendezvous At
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APOLLO 11 RENDEZVOUS 

At from . Burn Resultant 

insertion to At from previous Av, Burn attitude at RCS orbit, 
Maneuver po maneuver, duration, se thruster, 

: burn init., ; fps burn init., apo/per, 
. min sec usage : 

min deg n. mi. 

csI 51.0 51.0 50.1 45.0 0.0 +Z, two-jet | 45.2/hu.4 

PC 80.0 29.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +¥, two-jet | 45.2/h4.4 

CDH 109.0 29.0 2.2 2.0 90.0 4+Z, two-jet | 45.2/45.0 

TPI 146.0 37.0 2h.7 22.1 26.5 +Z, two-jet | 60.8/45.0 

TPF 188.5 h2.5 31.5 28.0 305.5 -Z, two-jet | 60.2/59.3                 
  

G
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PERTINENT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS CONCERNING 

RENDEZVOUS DESIGN FOR LUNAR LANDING MISSION 

Q - Why is the nominal parking orbit for the CSM approximately 

60 n. mi. circular? 
A - Not higher because of LM RCS AV budget; not lower because of the 

phasing situation for powered descent aborts. 

Q - Why is LM insertion at 60 000 feet (instead of 50 000 ft)? 
A - Allows larger safety margin relative to dispersion, especially 

for powered descent aborts. 

Q - Why is LM insertion orbit apolune at 45 n. mi. (instead of ~~ 
30 n. mi.)? 

A - Affords relative range within VHF tracking capability 

(R < ~200 n. mi.) at beginning of scheduled pre-CSI VHF/sextant 

tracking period. 

Q - Why is there a radially upward AV component at LM insertion? 

A - Increases At between CDH and TPI by decreasing At between 

insertion and CSI (CSI is at apolune after insertion); the At between 
CSI and CDH is essentially fixed. 

Q - Why not increase CDH-to-TPI At simply by delaying TPI? 
A - A later TPI (nominally) could result in extremely unfavorable 

lighting conditions at final approach, assuming a 30 dispersed TPI delay. 

Q - Why is CSI at LM apolune (instead of prior to apolune)? 
A - To avoid large radial AV component at CDH for nominal case; 

CDH is an RCS burn. 

‘Q@ - Why not apply a larger radial AV component at LM insertion, and 

therefore afford a larger increase in CDH-to-TPI At? 

A - A radial AV component larger enough to significantly affect 

the timeline could result in unsafe perilune if approximately 30 

dispersions occur at insertion. 

Q - From a procedures standpoint, why is At between insertion and 

CSI approximately 50 minutes? 

A - Affords sufficient time for platform alinements, tracking 

periods, and prethrust activities. 

Q - Why is CSI a horizontal-thrusting burn? 

A - Avoids decrease in perilune altitude, which is already at 

approximately 9 n. mi.
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Q - What value is allowed to vary (with dispersions) in 
exchange for constraining CSI to be horizontal? 

A - Coelliptic Ah will vary with dispersions. 

Q - Why is there a plane change capability after insertion but 

prior to terminal phase? 

A - Insertion out-of-plane SV dispersion within 30 (35 fps) could 

present the following major problems in terminal phase: complicated 
elevation angle reference at TPI, nonnominal approach, and large AV 

magnitudes during braking. 

Q - Why start the plane change at CSI [and finish it at a separate 

plane change between CSI and CDH (PC)] if sufficient information is 
obtained by CSM? 

A -- More economical than starting plane change at PC and finishing it 

at CDH because CSI is a larger inplane burn than CDH. 

Q - Why is the out-of-plane situation determined by CSM? 

A - CSM's sextant angle measurements are significantly more accurate 

than those of the LM's rendezvous radar. 

Q - Why is the half-period (~180°) option used for CSI-to-CDH transfer? 
A - Essentially fixes the CSI-to-CDH At and therefore also the 

CSI-to-PC At and the PC-to-CDH At. If CDH-at-first apsis option were 

used, the CSI-to-CDH At could decrease sharply with certain insertion 

dispersions. 

Q - Why is the nominal coelliptic Ah = 15 n. mi.? 

A - Large enough to avoid closing-detection problems and small enough 

to avoid excessive AV usage for expected dispersions (approximately 

£5 n. mi. variation in Ah). 

Q - Why is TPI at the midpoint of darkness? 

A - Acceptable tradeoff between lighting for pre-TPI sextant tracking 

and lighting for final approach. 

Q - Why is TPI not at the most favorable position relative to 

lighting (20 min prior to darkness)? 

A - Because of the required At's prior to TPI (insertion-to-CSI At 

and CSI-to-CDH At), CDH actually occurs after 20 minutes prior to 

darkness. 

Q - Why is TPI a line-of-sight burn (i.e., the thrust vector along 

the line of sight to the target vehicle)? 
A - Affords manual backup technique.
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Q - Why is TPI targeted on a fixed elevation angle? 

A ~- Because line-of-sight burn elevation angle varies only' 

slightly with variations in Ah; also, elevation angle is a convenient 

input parameter. 

Q - Why is the terminal phase 130° for CSM travel? 
A - Optimum for line-of-sight control during braking; also, a 

tradeoff between inplane and possible out-of-plane AV costs (the shorter 

the transfer, the higher the inplane cost; the closer the transfer 

to 180°, the higher the possible out-of-plane costs for a given dispersion). 

Q - Why are RCS Z-axis thrusters used for rendezvous maneuvers 

(instead of X-axis)? 
A - Avoids breaking rendezvous radar lock; also, APS interconnect 

(which requires Z-axis thrusters) is not applicable for LLM nominal 

rendezvous because APS tanks are nearly empty.
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GUIDANCE ANALYSIS SECTION 

One of the most significant contributions of the Guidance Analysis 
Section to the first lunar landing mission (Apollo 11) was the definition 
of the ground guidance monitoring philosophy and procedures for the 

powered flight maneuvers. The monitoring consists of evaluation of the 

guidance systems -during the following maneuvers. 

a. Evaluation of the command/service module (CSM) and Saturn 

guidance systems during the launch into earth orbit for a committment to 

the translunar injection (TLI) maneuver 

'b. Evaluation of the CSM systems during the TLI maneuver for a 

committment to the lunar orbit maneuver 

ce. Evaluation of the lunar module (LM) primary guidance system 
(PGNS) and abort guidance systems (AGS) during the lunar descent for 
descent abort and guidance switchover decisions 

d. Evaluation of the LM PGNS and AGS during the lunar ascent for 

a guidance switchover decision 

The evaluation consists of assessment of the performance of the 

various guidance systems primarily from comparison of their navigation 

and attitude references. The comparisons were generated in component 

form and were displayed on two analog recorders. The comparisons of the 

navigation systems were performed with a minimum of three independent 

systems. The systems consist of the primary guidance system, the backup 

or monitoring system (AGS), and a groundtrack system based on Manned 

Space Flight Network (MSFN) data. A typical example of the comparisons 

performed is shown in figures 1 and 2 for the lunar ascent maneuver. 

The following list indicates the data presented in the two figures. 

a. Ascent pitch chart (fig. 1) 

Channel 1: AX, fps, AGS-PGNS (down-range velocity difference) 

Chamel 2: AX, fps, MSFN-PGNS (down-range velocity difference) 

Channel 3: AZ, fps, AGS-PGNS (radial velocity difference) 

Channel 4: AZ, fps, MSFN-PGNS (radial velocity difference) 
Channel 5: AH, ft, AGS-PGNS (attitude difference) 
Channel 6: AP, deg, AGS (attitude error) 
Channel 7: AP, deg, PGNS (attitude error) 
Channel 8: P, deg, AGS-PGNS (attitude difference)
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b. Ascent yaw chart (fig. 2) 

AY, fps, AGS-PGNS (out-of-plane velocity difference) Channel 1: Y 

Channel 2: AY, fps, MSFN-PGNS (out-of-plane velocity difference) 
Channel 3: AY, deg, AGS (attitude error) 
Channel 4: AY, deg, PGNS (attitude error) 
Channel 5: AR, deg, AGS (attitude error) 
Channel 6: AR, deg, PGNS (attitude error) 
Channel 7: Y, deg, AGS-PGNS (attitude difference) 
Channel 8: R, deg, AGS~PGNS (attitude difference) 

An evaluation of the data presented in figures 1 and 2 indicates 

that the performance of the three systems (PGNS, AGS, and MSFN) was 

very satisfactory, which was characteristic of the performance of all 

guidance systems during all powered flight maneuvers for the Apollo 11 

mission.



Figure 1 .- Ascent pitch chart.   
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Figure 2 .- Ascent yaw chart. 
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CONSUMABLES ANALYSIS SECTION 

Many problems are associated with the consumables subsystem. The 
first one is to determine which problems are critical and how they can 
be defined and then integrated into the total mission planning cycle. A 
listing of the consumables subsystems considered significant to Apollo 
mission planning’ is presented in table I. 

To conduct analyses for a mission plan, the following information 
-is usually required. 

. & Trajectory - The proposed trajectory provides primarily the 
maneuver times and magnitudes, the attitude of the vehicles, and the 
basic chronological sequence of events. 

b. Flight plan - Many spacecraft operations and functions, such as 
electrical and environmental control, affect the consumables subsystems 
but have little or no effect on the trajectory. The flight plan provides 
information about the times that the various subsystems are used and 
also about methods used to activate and deactivate them. 

c. System/subsystem/component performance data - These performance 
data are obtained usually from data books provided for this purpose or from 
actual flight data of the equipment. 

d. Constraints and considerations ~ To insure crew safety and to 
provide a common understanding among all parties concerned, certain 
ambiguities must be defined. A set of acceptable assumptions evolves 
from the analyses that are performed. Consideration is given to certain 
conditions, for example, the amount of loaded propellant which remains 
trapped in the lines and is not available for use. Many constraints that 

are necessary for consistency have been suggested and have been accepted 
as essential until invalidated. 

With the previous information, the computer programs are written 
for the basic mission timeline and the various consumables analyses are 

conducted and appropriate information is included in the mission plan. 

An iteration loop is required to feed back out-of-tolerance conditions 

and to provide for the updating that is inevitably required.
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For Apollo 11, the lunar landing mission, a complete and thorough 
consumables subsystem analysis was conducted for the nominal, alternate, 
and contingency profiles. In addition and of equal significance, the 
Consumables Analysis Section (CAS) conducted many special studies to 
answer specific questions and to explore questionable areas. The following 
illustrate the nature of these vital contributions. 

a. It was determined that the LM descent batteries were the limiting 
factor in the length of lunar staytime. Further analysis was performed 
to determine the maximum length of staytime possible. 

b. It was determined that during the transearth return the LM 
ascent stage could back up communications by maintaining operation of 
the S-band steerable antenna heater and the ECA's at all times and by 
operating the actual communications equipment when transmission and 
reception were desired. 

ce. Special emphasis was placed on the descent stage water budget 
because it is the only environmental control system consumables that 
could be off~loaded to permit additional fuel to be loaded. 

d. The steam vented by the ECS evaporator to reject heat from the 
spacecraft was found to produce a noticeable thrust during the Apollo 8 
mission. An effort was made to define the effect on the LM so that it 
could be included in the mission plan. 

e. The preferred abort technique following an SPS failure during 
the LOI burn was as follows: jettison of the SM, power-up of essential 
LM equipment and necessary CM equipment, and performance of a docked 
DPS burn in the CM/LM configuration. After considerable study, it was 
determined that sufficient LM consumables exist to permit SM jettison 
prior to a docked DPS abort burn. 

f. Extensive postflight correlation was conducted on the CSM ECS 
primary radiator performance. This computer simulation model is very 
complicated because it involves many parameters, equipment usage, and the - 
inherent individual radiator characteristics. The Apollo 11 predictions 
were made quickly and accurately by use of the techniques and the computer 
model developed. 

&. The unexpected co, partial pressure profile seen in the flight 

of LM-h resulted in concern as to the profile to expect for LM-5. A 
study was conducted to determine the amount of LiOH required to complete 

. the LM portion of the Apollo 11 mission, and it was found that acceptable 
co, levels could be maintained for even the low-performance cases. 

"
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h. By careful study of the DPS propellant time-history profile, 

a set of background vocal cues was developed to keep the crew advised 

of their fuel status during the lunar descent phase. 

A significant effort has been expended by the Consumables Analysis 
Section to develop computer simulations of the critical subsystems to 

evaluate their individual performance and their interaction in some 

cases. This additional capability has been used to a limited extent to 

conduct parametric studies on contingency and alternate mission situations. 

The results shown in table I are indicative of the accuracy of the 
consumables subsystem analyses.
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Mission 

Item Apollo 7 | Apollo 8 | Apollo 9 | Apollo 10} Apollo 112 

Percentage of deviation” 

CSM oxygen -16 -9 -3 -- -2 

CSM hydrogen -6 <7 -1.5 +6 -2 

CM RCS propellant 8.7 1.8 2.4 +h +1 

SM RCS propellant +6 -- -16 ~2h -- 

SPS propellant +h..6 1.2 +25 -- 7 

LM descent b b -20 +1 -5 

electrical power system 

LM ascent b b -17 -3 +2 

electrical power system 

LM descent water b b 6° -- -- 

LM ascent water b b -21 -- -- 

LM descent oxygen b b -10 -- -16 

LM ascent oxygen b b -5 -19 -20 

DPS propellant b bd ~_ -- +3 

APS propellant b b -- -- +2 

LM RCS propellant b b -10 -5 +10             
  

Bn negative deviation indicates that actual usage was less than budgeted. 

no deviation is indicated, actual usage is within one percent of the budget. The 

deviation percentage is computed by computation of 

actual usage - predicted usage 

usable consumable 

Pspacecraft not flown with mission. 

Where 
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In the beginning, there were three possible approaches to the lunar 

. landing mission, and these are indicated in the following figure. 

|” ELIGHT TO THE MOON AND RETURN 
i ' 
} 4 

: \ : 

| | | 
i boy 
: POSSIBLE MISSION SCHEMES ! 
' 1. DIRECT APPROACK. ‘ 

f 2. EARTH ORBIT RENDEZVOUS. i 
i 3. LUNAR ORBIT RENDEZVOUS. : j 

| FY 
NS i | 

i i : 

WASA~ MSC 1. FUNK WOUNE 82 $-13-14 cecceen en ww wen J 

° Originally, the direct approach was favored by the Space Task Group 

(STG), and the original contract to North American Aviation (NAA) indicates 
5 that this mode was favored by the MSFC. The lunar orbit rendezvous 

mode was suggested by the Langley Research Center. After several months 

of study, the Space Task Group switched the direct approach to the lunar 

orbit rendezvous mode and initiated a three-way battle among STG, NAA, 

and MSFC as to which approach was technically best. 

. A AV budget that was to be used in the study of the lunar orbit 

rendezvous and direct modes is presented in the following memo. The 

earth orbit rendezvous mode was a variation of the direct mode which 

allowed two boosters instead of one to be used. 

~~
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NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 

Houston, Texas 

July 10, 1962 

MEMORANDUM for Chief, Spacecraft Research Division 

Subject: Meeting at NAA on velocity requirements for LEM and direct 

lunar landing missions 

1. Attending the subject meeting were Messrs. Earl Cole, Leonard 

Rider, and Robert Kakuske of NAA; Calvin Perrine, Morris Jenkins, Ted 

Skopinski, and the writer of NASA-MSC. 

2. After much discussion about ground rules flexibility, etc., a 

table of velocities for both the LEM and direct lunar landing mission 

was put together which tentatively both NAA and NASA could agree on as 

being a basis for comparison of the two modes. These velocities are 

given in the enclosed table. 

3. It was indicated that a 10% reserve was to be added to the 

velocities in the table for weight estimates. Preliminary estimates of 

the weights based on velocities of enclosed table with 10% reserve 

indicated that a 25,000-lb LEM with a 3,000-lb adapter would require a 

C-5 payload of 84,500 lbs to escape. For the direct approach the escape 

weight would be about 185,000 lbs. 

4. It is apparent that the direct approach is marginal with 10% 

reserve, so NAA is planning on presentation of weights as a function of 

percent margin in order to keep the direct approach alive. 

Jack Funk 

Head, Astromechanics Section 

JF inca 

RGC 

Ene: 

Table: Velocities for Lunar 

Landing Mission Orbit Altitude 

about Moon 80 N. Mi. 

on
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VELOCITIES FOR LUNAR LANDING MISSION 
ORBIT ALTITUDE ABOUT MOON 80 N.MI. 

10. 

‘il. 

12. 

13. 

14, 

15. 

16. 

LOR EOR 
Item Velocity Module Velocity Module 

Translunar midcourse 300 SM 300 LEM 

Retro from circumlunar to lunar 
orbit 3130 SM 3130 LEM 

Lunar orbit plane change of 6° 
simultaneously with retro 

maneuver 100 SM 100 LEM 

Total vy for SM 3530 SM 3530 

Separation of LEM 5 LEM 

Lunar orbit to equal period LOR 

or Hohmann EOR. Pericynthion 

Alt. 50,000 ft. 373 LEM 123 LEM 

Descent to surface from 50,000 

100 ft/see 1000 ft alt. LOR 
450 ft/sec 2000 ft alt. BOR 5961 LEM 330 LEM 

Total LEM 9 

Descent from 450 ft/sec 2000 ft 
alt. to hover EOR 501 LSM 

Hover Translate and touchdown 7oOo LEM 715 LSM 

Total LEM down 7026 LEM 

Total LSM 1216 LSM 

Launch to circular 50,000 ft. orbit 5885 LEM 5980 SM 

a. additional for abort from 
landing 100 

2° plane change LEM 5 LEM 

Rendezvous from 50,000 ft 

circular orbit 196 LEM 

Total LEM launch 6256 LEM 

  

  

 



17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

al. 

item 

Lunar orbit to transearth 

Transearth midcourse 

Addition for CM pickup of LEM 

from descent orbit can be used 

for orbit's maneuver if LEM 
makes landing 

Total Vo SM-LOR 

Total SM-EOR 

2~1Th 

  

ra 

LOR EOR 
Velocity Module Velocity Module 

3690 SM 3592 SM 

300 SM 300 SM 

VY 

522 SM 

4365 SM 

9872 SM
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The decision was made in favor of the lunar orbit rendezvous mode 

at a high level meeting attended by the President of the United States 

of America, and almost immediately there was a call for a AV budget so 

that the size of-the system tanks could be determined. The first proposed 

AV budget for the Apollo system is shown in figure 2. 

Studies on the phases of the mission which were independent of the 

mode had been completed earlier so that considerable information was 

available for input to the system design requirements, for example, 

results of the study shown in figure 3. Before the completion of this 

study in July 1961, the relation between L/D, corridor depth, and 

controllable range was unknown. There was not even & good definition of 

controllable range. The primary reason for the lack of knowledge about 

the phase was that guidance equations with which to conduct the studies 

were still being developed. The study illustrated by figure 3 was 

conducted without guidance equations by use of a roll switching at the 

bottom of the pullup. The 12 000-mile entry range with an.L/D of 0.5 

was unexpected. . 

It was necessary to develop some type of mission planning program 

to analyze the AV requirements. It was apparent that a fast mission 

planning technique was needed for the preliminary mission development. 

In the fall of 1962, Ellis Henry and Tom Gibson wrote a matched conic 

mission planning program which was used to analyze the mission require- 

ments for the Apollo mission. This program was a major breakthrough in 

the mission planning area. . The slides shown in figure 4 were used in a 

presentation to the NASA Management Council in May 1963. 

During the early stages of development, information on lunar descent 

trajectories was almost nonexistent. . At first, MSFC launch programs 

were used to calculate landing trajectories. While this program was 

sufficient for launches. from the lunar surface, it would not converge on 

optimum landing trajectories. . Don Jezewski was assigned the task of 

developing an analytical optimum lunar landing program based on a flat 

moon approximation. This program was used to calculate the optimum 

lunar landing results shown in figure 5 from which the engine design 

characteristic T/W = 0.4 was obtained. The initial IM descent AV budgets 

were obtained by adding 10 percent to these results.



VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS FOR LUNAR LANDING 
MISSION - LUNAR ORBIT RENDEZVOUS MODE 

T/W= 0.4 
  

  

          
  

RENDEZVOUS ORBIT ALTITUDE, f.mi, 60 80 100 

1, TRANSLUNAR MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE CORRECTIONS 300 300 300 

2, CIRCUMLUNAR TO LUNAR ORBIT 3157 3130 3117 

3. LUNAR ORBIT PLANE CHANGE 100 100 100 

4, SEPARATION OF LEM FROM CSM 5 5 3 

Soto FT, PERIGYNTHION ALTITUDE as | 373 | 465 

© neh re vest 5961 | 611 | 6066 
7, HOVER TRANSLATION AND TOUCHDOWN 700 700 700 

8, LAUNCH TO 50,000 FT, CIRCULAR ORBIT 5985 5985 5985 

9, RENDEZVOUS FROM 50,000 FT, CIRCULAR ORBIT 144 196 248 

10, LUNAR ORBIT TO TRANSEARTH 3710 3690 3670 

I, TRANSEARTH MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE CORRECTIONS 300 300 300 

12, CM PICKUP OF LEM 350 476 613 

NASA-MSC J. FUNK = 19 JULY 62 $-133-9 
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As the project progressed, the personnel of the AMDB were involved 

in the onboard guidance computer program. The initial step in the 

development of the ILM descent guidance program was a.study by Victor Bond, 

called Linear Acceleration. Guidance Scheme For Landing and Launch Tra- 
jectories In A Vacuum [NASA TN D-2684 (Feb. 1965)]. This work was 
continued by MIT and developed into quadratic guidance so that the terminal 

end of the trajectory could be shaped for better crew visibility. Work 

progressed smoothly until the Apollo project office announced that the 

high end throttling of the descent engine was to be dropped and the 

descent guidance equation would have to be modified to operate with fixed 

thrust during most of the burn. The following task statement suggested 

the solution that was actually used. This study task was assigned to 

both Theoretical Mechanics Branch (SMB) and MIT at the same time.
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Development of entry range control and entry vehicle 

design requirements presentation July 18-20, 1961.
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IMB TASK DESCRIPTION 2 

Assignments, object, and study plan are included in the evaluation 

of effects of engine throttle limits on primary descent guidance. 

Assignments 

Don Jezewski. One fourth 

Tom ‘Price Full 

Object 

a. To modify existing guidance equations or to develope new 

guidance equations to control the LEM landing descent with a descent 

engine that can only be operated at 100 percent throttle or throttled 

between 60 percent and 10 percent 

b. To determine fuel penalties and trajectory characteristics 

resulting from fixed throttle operation over a portion of the descent 

Study Plan 

The plan is based on the operation of existing steering equations 

in a. fixed throttle mode. The landing descent trajectory will be 

designed on the basis of 97 percent rated thrust. The main engine 

throttle will be held at a constant 100 percent, which will result in a 

command thrust history as shown. 
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VOYAGE TO THE MOON 

By Archibald MacLeish 

Presence among us, 

wanderer in our sky, 
dazzle of silver in our leaves and on our 

water silver, 

0 

silver envasion in our fartherest thought- 

"the visiting moon”... "the glimpses of the moon” 

and we have touched you! 

From the first of time, 

before the first of time, before the 

first men tasted, we thought of you. 

You were a. wanderer to us, unattainable, 

alonging past the reach of longing, 

a light beyond our light, our lives - perhaps 

a meaning to us... 

Now 

our hands have touched you in your depth of night. 

Three days and three nights we journeyed, 

steered by fartherest stars, climbed outward, 

crossed the invisible tide-rip where the floating dust 

falls one way or the other in the void between, 

followed that other down, encountered 

cold, faced death - unfathomable emptiness. . . 

Then, the fourth day evening, we descended, 

Made fast, set foot at dawn upon your beaches, 

sifted between our fingers your cold sand. 

We stand here in the dusk, the cold, the silence. oe 

and here, as at the first of time, we lift our heads. 

Over us, more beautiful than the moon, a 

moon, a wonder to us, unattainable,
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alonging past the reach of longing, 

a light beyond our light, our lives -- perhaps 

@ meaning tous... 

O, a meaning! 

over us on these silent beaches the bright 

earth, 

presence among us 

“



"Houston, Tranquility Base here .. ~ 

THE EAGLE HAS LANDED" 

Astronaut Neil Armstrong 

(Landing on the Moon 7-20-69) 

Now that the Apollo 11 astronauts have landed on the moon and 
returned safely to earth, a national commitment to greatness, made early 
in the decade, has been met. 

This, then, is a time of achievement. It is a time when people of 
good will around the world applaud the pioneers of space. And, the 
people of Houston, especially, are deeply committed to the conquest of 
space. 

We have profound admiration for the entire space team--the 
administrators, the engineers and the technicians as well as the 
astronauts and their families. 

We have worked with them and played with them. We have studied 
with them and worshipped with them. We have shared the crisis of 
tragedy and the triumph of achievement with them. 

We have found them deeply dedicated, highly capable, and intensely 
human. 

Ten years ago, the exploration of space existed for most of us 
only in the realm of science fiction. But increasingly, during the 
decade, we have experienced the exciting possibilities along that 
fantastic frontier that floats above us. 

To the genuine revolutions in human achievement that are honored 
in history's hall of fame, we can already add with assurance the 
exploration of space. 

Every age has its world of tomorrow, and ours is found in the ocean 
of space. Today's Marco Polos and Christopher Columbuses and Charles 
Lindberghs ride millions of pounds of thrust beyond the earth's influence 
to the unfriendly terrain of the moon.
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Not all, of course, have recognized the signifiance of this new 

adventure. The same type of people who questioned Galileo, Columbus, 

surgery, the steam engine, railroads and the airplane are now questioning 

space exploration--simply because their minds do not comprehend its 

portent. 

The engineering basis of heavier-than-air flights was laid in the 

early 19th century, but in 1896, Lord Kelvin, great British research 

physicist, said, "I have not the smallest molecule of faith in aerial 
navigation other than ballooning." 

After the Wright brothers had been making successful airplane 

flights for five years, the British Secretary of War said, "We do not 
consider the airplane will be of any possible use for war purposes." 

We should remember that history has dealt harshly with the doubters 

of human progress, whether it be in surgery, wireless communication, 

aviation or other fields of achievement. 

The full impact of the space program will unfold over a period of 

time. Now that man has slipped the leash on his earthly environment, 

the future holds promise for completely new frontiers for pioneering. 

The search for knowledge and the development of complex skills 

which the space program has motivated cannot be adjourned. This 

interdisciplinary exploration is revealing secrets at the heart of the 

universe as well as out in the skies. The new knowledge can be applied 

to some of the age-old needs of man as well as to some of his more 

recent dilemmas, as the thoughts and actions of mankind are being led 

into new channels of great wisdom. 

It is impossible for us to think of so signal a victory in space 

and not reflect upon our outlook on the more mundane challenges here 

on Earth. 

Our urban crisis as well as other pressing domestic issues, our 

international tensions, will be solved only as men's thinking is opened 

to a more perceptice recognition of these problems and to the possibilities 

of settling them. No man, no nation, no race, can fail to think of such 

problems more deeply and with greater confidence and understanding as a 

result of men having visited the lunar surface. 

To find solutions to our complex and interrelated problems of today 

and tomorrow, we can draw increasingly upon data processing and the 

systems approach of the type that management technical groups have 

developed in our space program. 

o
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There are some events that are beyond the power of words to describe, 

and landing on the moon by earthlings who return to Earth to tell us about 

it falls into this category. When this is linked to the miracles of 

television and all the other sciences and technologies involved, we 

stand in awe at mankind's applications of his intelligence. 

In the long run it may well be that the chief contributions of 

space pioneering and exploration will not be the fields of science and 

technology at all but rather in the fields of human relations and of the 

spirit. It may well be that we are developing channels of understanding 

and unification far deeper and moore important than politics or 

diplomacy. 

This was expressed by Archibald MacLeish in his comments on the 

Apollo 8 success, when he said, "To see the earth as it truly is, small 

and blue and beautiful in that silence where it floats, is to see 

ourselves as riders on the earth together, brothers on that bright 
loveliness in the eternal cold--brothers who know now they are truly 

brothers." 

Time after time during the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo flights, and 

more particularly during the more recent flights as the Astronauts have 

looked across the lunar distance toward the agate Earth, our thoughts 

have turned to God, and each of us has found new spiritual meanings in 

our own lives. 

Now that dauntless astronauts have strolled the moon's desolation; 

and, as man's ancient dream of direct contact with this celestial body 

is transformed into reality, human life, inescapably, will take on new 

dimensions. 

-Marvin Hurley 

Marvin Hurley, Executive Vice-President of the Houston Chamber of 

Commerce; Houston Magazine, August 1969.
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SPINOFFS FROM SPACE 

By Keith Elliott 

“Can this wonderful journey ever lead 

to any pratical result? Reflect a mo- 

ment on the audacious go-aheadiveness 

of the Yankee .. ." 

--Jules Verne, From the Earth 

to the Moon 

Back in 1865 Jules Verne, that canny French fictioneer and prophet, 

foresaw with incredible accuracy Man's most awesome reach, his quest 

for the moon. He even called the shot, targeting his imaginary moon 

probe from a site not far from Cape Kennedy. And he prophesied the use 

of a solid propellant in the mission, too. Gunpowder. 

Well, even Jules Verne couldn't call them all. And he begged 

completely the question of whether “any practical result" might derive 

from Man's boldest venture. Yet practical benefits already achieved 

from America's space efforts are as dramatic in many ways as the moon 

landing itself. 

For instance, space research is playing an increasingly significant 

role in the field of medicine. Dr. Denton Cooley, the famed Houston 

heart surgeon, uses a device developed by the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration to monitor heart-transplant patients after surgery. 

Perfected at the University of Minnesota School of Medicine under a 

NASA contract, the device can gauge externally the volume of blood being 

pumped by a human heart. 

Small biosensors used to monitor the physical condition of 

astronauts during flight are now being manufactured by Corbin-Farnsworth 

of Palo Alto, Calif., for use in hospitals throughout the nation. Pasted 

on chests of heart patients, the biosensors broadcast heart data to a 

nurse at a central console, permitting her to monitor the condition of 

many patients at once. 

A computer technique used by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory to 

improve TV pictures of the moon and Mars is now being used to clarify 

medical X-ray photographs. And a sensitive meter developed by NASA 

engineers to detect the impact of micrometeorites on spacecraft has spun 

eo
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off two earthly advances. One is a device that can measure the heart- 
beat of a chick embryo; the Federal Drug Administration is using it to 
test the effects of certain drugs. The other is a new medical tool 
that measures infinitesimal muscle tremors; it is helping physicians in 
diagnosing neurological ailments, such as Parkinson's disease, and during 
delicate neurosurgery. 

Clearly, mankind is beginning to reap terrestrial rewards from his 
$44 billion investment in space. And "the process is just now 
accelerating,” according to NASA's Dr. Richard L. Lesher. As chief of 
Technology Utilization--the NASA arm which seeks to apply space 
techniques and knowledge to the general welfare--Lesher insists "it is 
still too early to expect many specific transfers of space technology 
to other sectors of the economy." 

He adds: "Since the economists tell us that the total innovative 
process requires somewhere between 10 and 20 years, it follows that the 
bulk of the commercially useful returns from the first decade of 
investment in space research and development will be dramatically 
harvested in the 1970's. 

The best is yet to come, then. Nevertheless, Dr. Lesher's office 
can cite hundreds of spin-offs from space that have occurred already. 
Among them: 

An electromagnetic hammer which makes metal flow like soft plastic, 
allowing the smoothing and shaping of metals without weakening them. 
Invented by builders of giant rockets at the Marshall Space Flight 
Center in Alabama, the new tool is widely used now in shipbuilding and 
auto manufacture. 

A badge-sized hydrogen gas leak detector, developed for rocket 
engine testing by North American Aviation, is now being marketed as a 
battery gas leak detector for, among others, small boat owners. 

In South Carolina, high-speed textile looms are being monitored 

electronically with equipment installed by Space Craft, a contractor 

on the moon vehicle team that is now using space-learned savvy to 
diversify on Earth. . 

An unusually tough coating developed for spacecraft is the basis 
for a new long-wearing paint now on sale in the nation's retail stores. 

Several lines of processed foods originally conceived for astronaut 

diets aloft can now be found on supermarket shelves. They can also be 

found among GI field rations.
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A six-legged vehicle proposed by a NASA contractor for unmanned 

exploration of the moon has been redesigned as "the wheel-less wheel 

chair" for crippled children. The powered walking chair, simple to 
operate, is being used in a number of children's hospitals. It can cross 

rough terrain, climb and descend stairs, and has been described by at 

least one satisfied user as "groovy." 

Pyrolitic graphite, an insulating material for nuclear-powered 

rockets, is now being used to line the bowls of pipes for a cool smoke 

down to the last puff. What's more, graphite-lined pipes can be washed 

with soap and water. 

At least 25 state highway departments are using NASA data in pro- 

grams to cut down, through new surfacing techniques, wet-weather 

accidents due to “hydroplaning." NASA's findings have been employed in 

the surfacing of runways at 15 big-city airports, too, following its 

depth research into the causes of aircraft landing accidents on rainy 

days. 

A sight switch developed for astronauts has been adapted to powered 

wheel chairs, enabling paralyzed people to control their movements by 

simple sidewise eye movements. In other applications, the same switch 

enables immobilized patients to signal a nurse or to turn appliances 

on and off. 

The list goes on and on. And nobody has a complete list. 

Elliott, Keith: "Spinoffs from Space." Oilways, number 3, 1969. 

NASA — MSC


